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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The Winter 2021 “AMA COVID-19 Guide: Background/Messaging on Vaccines, Vaccine Clinical

Trials & Combatting Vaccine Misinformation,”  issued by the American Medical Association (AMA)

raises serious questions about the AMA’s adherence to transparency, honesty, ethics and the moral

standards to which it will hold its members.

The AMA was founded in 1847 and is the largest professional association and lobbying group of

physicians and medical students in the U.S. According to the AMA itself, its mission is to promote

the art and science of medicine and the betterment of public health.

How then do they explain this “COVID-19 messaging guide,” which explicitly teaches doctors how to

deceive their patients and the media when asked tough questions about COVID-19, treatment

options and COVID shots?

AMA Teaches Doctors How to Deceive

“It is critical that physicians and patients have con\dence in the safety and e]cacy of COVID-19

vaccines as they become available for public use,” the “AMA COVID-19 Guide” states, adding:

“To overcome vaccine hesitancy and ensure widespread vaccine acceptance among all

demographic groups, physicians and the broader public health community must continue

working to build trust in vaccine safety and e;cacy, especially in marginalized and

minoritized communities with historically well-founded mistrust in medical institutions.”

Indeed, the entire guide is aimed at teaching doctors how to foster con\dence in the medical

profession in general, as it pertains to treatment of COVID-19, but in particular as it pertains to the

experimental COVID shots.

The guide provides “suggested narratives” for various engagements, such as when communicating

on social media, as sell as “talking points to guide external communications,” such as when being

interviewed. It lists nine speci\c “key messages” that they want doctors to focus on when

communicating about COVID-19. These key messages can be summarized as follows:

Express con\dence in vaccine development

Stress the importance of vaccines

Highlight the need to combat the spread of vaccine misinformation

Adhere to updated ethical guidance for physicians and medical personnel, which says they have

a moral obligation to get vaccinated themselves

Give general vaccine recommendations, such as the recommendation for everyone over the age

of 6 months, including pregnant women, to get an annual au shot

Stress the importance of eliminating nonmedical vaccine exemptions

Highlight the increased availability of au vaccines, and the importance of getting a au shot even

if you’ve gotten a COVID injection

Highlight the importance of including minorities, both in vaccine trials and as trusted

messengers who can “promote social pressure” to get minorities vaccinated and dispel

historical distrust in medical institutions

Denounce scienti\c analyses “predicated on personal opinions, anecdote and political

ideologies”

AMA Concerned About Disinformation

On page 7 of the guide, under the science narrative heading, the AMA declares it is “deeply

concerned that rampant disinformation and the politicization of health issues are eroding public

con\dence in science and undermining trust in physicians and medical institutions,” adding that

“Science should be grounded in a common understanding of facts and evidence and able to

empower people to make informed decisions about their health.”

To that end, the AMA is calling upon “all elected o]cials to a]rm science and fact in their words

and actions,” and for media to “be vigilant in communicating factual information” and to “challenge

those who chose to trade in misinformation.”

AMA Then Instructs Doctors on How to Disinform

It’s a disappointment, then, to \nd the AMA instructing doctors on how to misinform the public

using a variety of psychological and linguistic tools. Perhaps one of the most egregious examples

of this is the recommended “COVID-19 language swaps” detailed on page 9.

As you can see below, the AMA explicitly instructs doctors to swap out certain words and terms for

other, more narrative-a]rming choices. Shockingly, this includes swapping “hospitalization rates”

to “deaths” — two terms that are not even remotely interchangeable!

“ It strains credulity that the AMA would actually
tell doctors to substitute a factual data point with
an outright lie. But with this swap, are they not
telling doctors to state that people are dead, when
in fact they’ve only been hospitalized with COVID-
19?”

Hospitalization rate refers to how many people are sick in the hospital with COVID-19, whereas

death refers to how many people have died. The \rst term refers to people who are still alive, and

the other refers to patients who are not alive.

It strains credulity that the AMA would actually tell doctors to substitute a factual data point with an

outright lie. But with this swap, are they not telling doctors to state that people are dead, when in

fact they’ve only been hospitalized with COVID-19?

Another highly questionable word swap is to not address the nitty, gritty details of vaccine trials,

such as the number of participants, and instead simply refer to these trials as having gone through

“a transparent, rigorous process.”

Swapping the factual term “Operation Warp Speed” for “standard process” is another outrageous

misdirection. The two simply aren’t interchangeable. In fact, they’re actually diametrically opposed

to one another. Standard process for vaccine development includes a long process of over a

decade and a large number of steps that were either omitted or drastically shortened for the COVID

shots.

Following standard process is what makes vaccine development take, on average, 10 years and

often longer. Operation Warp Speed allowed vaccine makers to slap together these COVID shots in

about nine months from start to \nish. You cannot possibly say that the two terms describe an

identical process.

The Power of Language

Other language swaps are less incredulous but still highlight the fact that the AMA wants its

members to help push a very speci\c and one-sided narrative that makes power-grabbing

overreaches and totalitarian tactics sound less bad than they actually are, and make questionable

processes sound A-OK.

Language is a powerful tool with which we shape reality,  because it shapes how we think about

things. As noted by storyteller and \lmmaker Jason Silva:

“The use of language, the words you use to describe reality, can in fact engender reality,

can disclose reality. Words are generative… We create and perceive our reality through

language. We think reality into existence through linguistic construction in real-time.”

For example, “lockdown” sounds like involuntary imprisonment imposed by a totalitarian regime,

which is what it is, whereas “stay-at-home order” sounds far less draconian. After all, “home” is

typically associated with comfort and safety.

The same goes for using “COVID protocols” in lieu of “COVID mandates, directives, controls and

orders.” “Protocols” sounds like something that is standard procedure, as if the COVID measures

are nothing new, whereas “mandates, controls and orders” imply that, indeed, we’re in medical

fascism territory, which we are.

How to Steer, Block, DeIect and Stall Inconvenient Questions

The AMA could have instructed its members to simply stick to the facts and be honest — and in

some sections, it does do that — but it doesn’t end there. Rather, the AMA provides a full page of

instructions on how to steer the conversation, and how to block, deaect and stall when faced with

tough questions where an honest answer might actually break the o]cial narrative.

Here’s a sampling of these instructions. I encourage you to read through page 8 of the guide, and

pay attention to these psychological tricks when listening to interviews or reading the news.

Interviewing techniques

Steer the conversation back to the narrative by saying:

“Before we leave that matter, let me add …”

Block a tough question by saying:

“That’s [proprietary, con\dential etc], but what I can tell you is …”

Deaect an unwanted question by saying:

“That’s a common misperception but the reality is …”

Redirect away from an unwanted question, back to the o]cial narrative by saying:

“I don’t have the details on that, but what I know is …”

Stall by saying:

Repeat the question asked, or acknowledge the question by saying, “I’m glad you asked …”

It’s worth noting that the AMA also stresses that: 1) Doctors are to speak for the AMA, and 2)

doctors are NOT to offer their personal views. Speaking for the AMA is listed under “Your

Responsibilities” when being interviewed, while not discussing personal views is listed under

“Interview Don’ts.”

AMA Is Rapidly Eroding All Credibility

The AMA’s guidance isn’t all bad. Some of its advice makes perfect sense. But the inclusion of

language swaps that result in false statements being made, and tools for steering, blocking,

deaecting, redirecting and stalling in order to avoid direct answers do nothing but erode credibility

and thus trust in the medical community.

Its direct instruction to not share personal views is another trust-eroding strategy. When people talk

to their doctor, they want to hear what that doctor actually thinks, based on their own knowledge

and experience.

They don’t expect their doctor — or a doctor appearing in an interview — to simply rehash a

narrative dictated by the AMA. If we cannot trust our medical professionals to give their honest

opinions and give direct answers, there’s little reason to even discuss our concerns with them, and

that’s the opposite of what the AMA claims it seeks to achieve.

The AMA is concerned about the proliferation of misinformation and eroding trust, yet it’s telling its

members to keep their professional views to themselves and lie about COVID deaths. With this

guidance document, the AMA is essentially implicating itself as a source and instigator of medical

misinformation that ultimately might injure patients.

In a Stew Peters Show interview (see top of this article), Dr. Bryan Ardis criticized the AMA

guidance document, pointing out that while the AMA claims it put out the guidance to prevent

political ideologies from dictating medicine, it is actually proving that the AMA itself is deferring to

political ideology rather than medical facts.

The AMA wants its members to act as propagandists for a particular narrative — using “politically

correct language” — rather than sharing information and acting in accordance with their own

conscience and professional insight. As noted by Peters:

“If a doctor’s just going to repeat what the AMA tells them, why have doctors at all? You can

get plenty of starving propagandists at any liberal college, but instead we want to turn our

medical professionals into ideological zombies with stethoscopes.”

Sen. Warren Threatens Amazon to Ban ‘The Truth About COVID-19’

Since the publication of my latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” which became an instant best

seller on Amazon.com, there’s been a signi\cant increase in calls for censorship and ruthless

attacks against me.

Most recently, so-called “progressive” U.S. Sen. Elizabeth Warren, D-Mass., in an outrageous,

slanderous and basically unconstitutional attempt to suppress free speech, sent a letter to Amazon,

demanding an “immediate review” of their algorithms to weed out books peddling “COVID

misinformation.”

Warren speci\cally singled out “The Truth About COVID-19” as a prime example of “highly ranked

and favorably tagged books based on falsehoods about COVID-19 vaccines and cures” that she

wants to see banned from sale.

Two days later, U.S. Rep. Adam Schiff, D-Calif., followed in Warren’s footsteps, sending letters to

Facebook and Amazon, calling for more proli\c censorship of vaccine information. Even President

Joe Biden has recently used a debunked report as his sole source to call for my censorship.

Sadly, these attacks are being levied by the very people elected to safeguard democracy and our

Constitutional rights. Essentially, what they are calling for is modern-day book burning. This is a

democracy, not a monarchy.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

2,706 ratings

ORDER NOW
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American Medical Association Instructs Doctors to Deceive
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola # Fact Checked

The Winter 2021 “AMA COVID-19 Guide: Background/Messaging on Vaccines, Vaccine Clinical Trials & Combatting Vaccine Misinformation,” issued

by the American Medical Association raises serious questions about the AMA’s adherence to transparency, honesty, ethics and the moral standards

to which it will hold its members
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The guide lists nine “key messages” the AMA wants doctors to focus on when communicating about COVID-19. This includes stressing the
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AMA embraces pharmaceutical companies that see Covid-19 as a once-in-a-lifetime business opportunity, "said Gerald Posner, author

of" Pharma: Greed, Lies, and the Poisoning of America. "The basis of the corruption is that the world needs pharmaceuticals, we need

snake venom, and dozens of companies are now competing to make them. The global crisis "will potentially be a blockbuster for the

industry in terms of sales and pro\ts," Posner said, adding that "how much the worse the pandemic, the greater its eventual pro\ts. "

It was the American Medical Association AMA, and a man named Morris Fishbein, who  removed nutrition from medical schools in the

US, to install the doctrine of Allopathic medicine with approval for harmful laboratory-made drugs. that potentiate diseases. Doctors

would no longer understand anything about using food as medicine. Native American herbalists and natural healers would be referred

to in medical journals as "charlatans", AMA has in its record the false promise to restore health, but what it did is \ght the battle

against true health medicine, to limit the practices of professionals such as homeopaths, naturopaths, osteopaths, podiatrists,

optometrists, psychologists, and chiropractors.

BigPharma, the media and government institutions and the AMA are now debunking, for example, ivermectin and vitamin D while

pushing deadly "vaccines" and medical authoritarianism. AMA embraces the support in the pharmaceutical ma\a and the corruption

of the institutions, linked to Big Pharma. The foundation on which medical health is now based is absent from the logic of boosting the

immune system with the support of traditional medicines. Physicians should be required to spend one year of their \ve-year training

learning about nutrition, and alternative therapies. It was Rockefeller who fought Natural Medicine, seizing the opportunity to expand

his oil business, in\ltrating American medicine with highly addictive drug formulations.
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AMA has o]cially sold its collective soul to corporate farm machinery by opposing mandatory labeling of genetically modi\ed

foods, discarding the differentiation between bioengineered foods and natural foods. “If the food is safe, it is acceptable. GM

foods are presumed safe; therefore, they are acceptable and any criticism of them is irrational."

www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2012/06/the-amas-strange-position-o..  

And now as Dr. Mercola, AMA reports, is dedicated to training its members to lie to patients while murdering them, claiming that

"rampant misinformation" is "eroding public trust in science and undermining trust in science. doctors and medical institutions

". And to regain that lost con\dence, the AMA proceeds to teach doctors how to lie to the world about covid.

www.ama-assn.org/system/\les/2021-02/covid-19-vaccine-guide-english.p..  

AMA is the friend of the pharmaceutical industry that now spends billions of dollars a year to inauence law, policy and public

perception, perpetuating the John D. Rockefeller way. Covid-19 cannot be solved with this system, nor can any infectious

disease be erased because the origins of this system are the root of the problem.

www.brighteon.com/b363d052-db0a-441c-85c0-419aff1512fa
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hi Gui ..... the American Medical Association {AMA} is a Rockefeller controlled front organization whose sole mission is the

 promotion and propagandization of the Zombie Cultural characteristics of ignorance and stupidity ... this is how they intend to

rule the Zombies in the dystopian Future that their Eugenics Death Cult and innate evilness requires .... this organization was

bought and paid for by the Rockefeller patent medicine fortune that decided that taking patent medicine and converting it into

allopathic Modern Managed medicine by endowing the university medical faculties and writing the textbooks and using their

advertising leverage to control the medical publications ........ the AMA is nothing more than a FRONT ORGANIZATION for the

Rockefeller need to murder as many human beings as possible as part of their avowed Eugenics BLOOD LUST
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Thanks Stan, in my comment in addition to Rockefeller, I also name Morris Fishbein who led medicine for almost 50 years, who

promoted the health system of the time and killed untold numbers of suffering human beings. In the movie Cancer: The

Forbidden Cures, which was produced years ago but is still one of the best documentaries explaining how the FDA and Big

Pharma have struggled to suppress effective therapies that have been shown to treat cancer, to protect your monopoly on the

cancer drug. www.globalresearch.ca/cancer-forbidden-cures-original-big-pharma-playb..  

The similarities between Rockefeller and Gates are pretty spot on. Rockefeller created not only Big Oil, but also Big Finance and

Big Pharma. He had intimate connections with IG Farben.  There was a Standard Oil IG Farben company. Without Standard Oil's

fossil fuels, IG Farben could not have made synthetic fuels or fertilizers. Rockefeller and Carnegie produced The Flexner Report,

 which was the beginning of the end for natural medicine and the implantation of the conventional medical school curriculum,

thus eliminating an enormously competitive threat to new pharmaceutical products that were derived mainly from the oil

industry.

Much of Rockefeller's history has been evidenced by the Nazi eugenics promotion regime, which held that some people were

inferior and needed to be exterminated. Eugenics was adopted by Rockefeller under the term "social psychology as biological

determinants." Rockefeller paid for much of the eugenics research, which ultimately resulted in the silencing and suppression of

true health. www.globalresearch.ca/.../5741322  ~

www.globalresearch.ca/modern-medicine-and-big-pharma-healthcare-crisis..
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Isn’t it funny? The AMA already makes so much $$$!!  Cutting down the time they’re allowed to spend with each patient and

making sure that they give enough prescriptions. Yeah, you really want to set those parameters for health. I can’t remember so I

shouldn’t say but I think it was John Ashcroft who said that Americans don’t actually have the right to good health. That’s the

reason that were being treated like guinea pigs with GMO‘s? I don’t know if many people know this but the UAE does not allow

GMO food in their country. They are very protective of their citizens.  

My girlfriend who is living in Abu Dhabi said she didn’t change her eating habits at all but it was continuously losing weight. We

saw her six months later and she looked the size of her daughter. I thought maybe she went on a Mediterranean diet!  And PS,

she loves bread! So in the United States understand that we are treated like guinea pigs, we are not protected by our

government or our medical industry.  I am to the point where I am OK with diagnosis, but I will treat it.  I don’t think it’s the fault

of the doctors who love people and want to see them better. I just think their hands are tied. I’ve met so many doctors in the

natural health industry who see a better clear path forward from disease and illness.

I have always thought there should be two options, alternative medicine which is actually what our bodies have understood for

thousands of years, and then there’s the people who need to get better right now and they want a pill. Let them choose. It’s OK.

The AMA will still make enough money.  And their integrity would go through the roof if they would stop playing these games. I

remember when St. John’s wort was blind sighting the pharmaceutical industry (The same way  NAC is doing it now and that’s

why they want to take it off the market) so they started selling Saint johns wort on the shelves like at Walmart without the active

ingredient so that people would stop asking.
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RE: the cancer video - thanks, I was aware, but this looks like it will be comprehensive. I remember over the years hearing of

many very promising cancer cures that seem to disappear or are "bought" out by pharma to turn the natural cure into a pill. The

Australian Blush Berry comes to mind - was on TV - 2014, I believe, showing soft tumours turning black and falling off in days.

www.healthyandnaturalworld.com/blushwood-berries-can-destroy-cancer-ce..  Last time I checked, still being studied in

compound form.
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I believe it is the wrong path to focus on the immense pro\ts of Industrial medicine. Rather, it is a mechanism to set up the

world's human population for a downgrade to something lesser. Then, "They" will own everything anyway. The MRNA will be

changing DNA to hon-human status. What is very troubling is the attack on religious exemptions, since the shot will disable the

person's connection to the soul and the universe, making us zombies. You must avoid the shots at all costs, or you forfeit your

humanity. Most have been brainwashed in various ways to only accept the Narrative, so it is a waste of time to debate them or

try to change their so-called minds.
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Gui; I don't believe that the hoards of Lemmings are asleep. I think they're in a COMA! They have to be comatose; otherwise,

they would surely see the constant and continuous in-your-face evil, criminality and insanity!
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The AMA and other regulatory bodies are morphing collectively into the Mengele School of "Medicine". Words like malevolent,

evil, Satanic, diabolical just don't come close to expressing the sheer horror that these psycho's are inaicting on humanity.

Reiner Fuellmich's team are asking for help regarding  evidence of prior knowledge and planning of the "covid" agenda with

reference to when the vaccines were prepared.  There is a whistleblowers address attached:

pbs.twimg.com/.../E_qLZXuWUAMGdY4  You are NOT allowed to cure cancer - it goes against the Medical Ma\a's Unholy

Guidelines.  And think of the lost income!!: www.ukcolumn.org/article/gcmaf-and-persecution-david-noakes-lyn-thyer-..
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Locally here in NY, healthcare workers are standing up and calling out the Bull Spit. After a year & a half dealing with all that is

going on, much of it without the protective gear needed by them they are being bullied with get a Jab or lose your Job. This

while the whole system is already in dire straights from the dictates from those up on high. The false narrative 'we have always

mandated vaccines for mostly kids in school' rings hollow for those of us who have been around long enough to know,

mandates or not, there has always been exemptions. One Health Care head has resigned due to no religious exemptions.

Many long timers on this site are well aware of the dirty tricks pulled on many natural health remedy's. So often it is o]cial

studies purposely skewed to give a false result to then peddle through their owned Legacy Media. Doses to high, to low, given

with other compounds interfering with what works. They have a lot of dirty tricks in the Rockefeller/Gates Snake Oil machine.

So many in health care are frustrated with being tethered in such a system in the best of times. It takes time to see what goes

on and usually by then they are boxed in, chained by the Rockefeller Financial system. Student debt, their own & family needs.

Despite all that, many here have already handed in their resignations in protest. The system has crippled itself.

Another bit of baloney. Recently the Scamdemic's given death toll is being compared to the Spanish Flu pandemic as our current

numbers are supposed to have passed those. Yet once again, where is the context? There is much speculation the Spanish Flu

death toll was more due to improper use of aspirin than any more deadly virus. Also, to take the numbers as given, what was the

population in those times and the percentage of those who died compared to our population today? Time & again we see

 number, data & language manipulation, to promote a non-reality. Reality is getting locked outside the public spaces.
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Guillermou, well said. The mainstream populace needs to consider, that to lock up the perfectly healthy and well people along

with the sick, on a world wide scale, is just an EXTRAORDINARY power grab. BigPharma World Dictatorship is afoot, and it is

time to face that pure fact. BigPharma's assumption here is wrong: "The basis of the corruption is that the world needs

pharmaceuticals,"  Pharmaceuticals are helpful and sometimes necessary intervention when it comes to acute crises. When it

comes to longterm healing, pharmaceuticals are The Very Last Thing that we need!

To blast the body with medically termed "heroics" is to shock the body into action. Harsh concentrates are simply not good for

the body. That's why there are so many "Side effects", a misnomer and euphemism for health damage! That damage can be

extremely severe, from autism to cancer to liver tumors to seizures, coma and death...all noted on the drug leaaets! People can

read about side effects here http://www.drugs.com  Maybe it's time for BigPharma and the world to consider that harsh

concentrates HARM the body (even if they can be helpful in short term crisis intervention) and that the gentle, balmy modality

of natural medicine is far superior for actually healing the body. But see, that is Not the interest of BigPharma.

The *obviously* want world power and control, and they WANT us sick! Can it be any more obvious, given all that is going on

now? FDA approval of known carcinogens in our foods, publicity given to "no vit C, no vit D, no ivermectin and no HCQ, snake

poison won't help you!" Well something is deeply and fundamentally wrong with this picture, it is a cancer in our society and the

mainstream populace needs to wake up. BUt there is even more. I have been saying all along, and people on this forum have

ignored me. The truth: When there is dictatorship, we will not be so much as talking about BigPharma and natural medicine.

Mark my words! Censorship is only the beginning. Lawsuits are key.
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The majority of the public remains clueless to the corruption of the whole medical system; until they, or a close family

member/friend are personally harmed by it.
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Guillermo, when such a level of corruption controls the "administration of food and drugs," its objective, like any street-level drug

dealer, is to create dependency... i.e. junkies.  With the imprimatur of government, big business & "science," these drug dealers

enhance their monopolies with patents and regulatory capture.  The numbers of pharmaceutical drugs the average American is

addicted to is astonishing.  And like addicts of any stripe, they are terri\ed to do away with any one of them.  But if the pharma

and junk-food industries--with their government-agencies lackeys--were to disappear tomorrow, there might be some painful

"withdrawals," but over time, we would see a renaissance of health the likes of which these powerful forces would never want

you to imagine.
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Great article and comments.

AMA lies now extend to protect harmful tech. Many people are being told by their doctors that there is no harm from 5G or other

deadly EMF's.  My mother and all the other residents in her assisted living facility got covid in December of 2020, right after a

brand new cell tower was built 200 yards from my mothers window that summer and fall.  In April of 2021 the facility vaccinated

all residents, including my mother.  She just died from complications last week.  How many elderly are being killed by this

around the world?  I'm thinking at least tens of thousands.  It's senicide on a massive scale.

 secularheretic.substack.com/p/5g-covid-kill-shots-mothers-recent
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23 SEPTEMBER  BYCOTT ETC Group  Food Systems Summit boycottfss.etcgroup.org  ETC Group is joining allies like GRAIN and

blacking out our website for 24 hours to mark our boycott of today's Food Systems Summit (23 September). But check out the

info below and visit our website to \nd out more: you can still follow special links to read, watch and listen to our temporarily

off-site communications (in multiple languages) about the Food Systems Summit only. Go to www.etcgroup.org

If the Food Systems Summit (FSS) in New York goes ahead as planned by corporate-backed architects, then the world’s strong

and diverse local food systems stand to be converted into one giant industrial food chain. The summit threatens to destroy food

sovereignty and replace it with the techno-giants’ version of "food systems" – speci\cally by spinning a story that props up

those techno-giants and expands the industrial food chain at the expense of other food systems.

This is the story: The Food System Summit’s proponents argue that the “food system” is broken, that population growth and

climate change mean that we will not be able to feed everyone, and that only new technological developments can save us. But

this is a myth that has been carefully constructed by those who stand to pro\t from it, who are using the summit to enable the

expansion of the corporate-controlled industrial form of food production. Read more and download our blog post

For a deeper dive into what’s happening today at the FSS in New York, read our recent Communiqué #118, “Hijacking Food

Systems: techno\x takeover at the FSS”. Here you can \nd out how the FSS threatens multilateral decision-making in the UN

(speci\cally the Committee on World Food Security (CFS)); how the FSS is promoting a digitalisation tsunami in food and

agriculture; and more about the key corporate and philanthrocapitalist actors, their shared interests and some of the cosy

relationships between them.
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ETC Group’s Neth Danõ, Jim Thomas and Ronnie Hall were delighted to participate in the \rst of a 4-part online webinar series,

“Our food, Our story: Reclaiming the Food Systems Narrative”, organised by Rosa Luxemburg Stiftung. On 7 September, in a

webinar on “Unmasking the Global Food Systems Governance Coup”, we shared the conclusions of our research and resulting

communiqué, “Hijacking food systems: techno\x takeover at the FSS”, explaining and exposing key aspects, players and frames

in what is a confusing and fast-moving situation. We also presented our new creative communications strategy.

We are delighted that our animation "Big Brother is coming to the farm: the digital takeover of food" is being enthusiastically

embraced and shared around the world. Today we are launching two new captioned versions, in Italian and Japanese (and a

Hindi 'voiceover' version is underway). With many thanks to our volunteer translators at camminardomandando.wordpress.com

(Italian) and Consumers Union of Japan (Japanese). Please share with anyone you think would appreciate these new versions.

This means our "Big Brother is coming to the farm" animation is now available in six languages. You can \nd all six versions

today at www.etcgroup.org We're also really pleased to be able to announce that our popular fairy tale about the digitalisation of

food and agriculture is also available as of today in French and Italian. Again, you can help us with our work by sharing far and

wide! We are again thankful for support with translation from camminardomandando.wordpress.com (Italian) and Chloé Pierre

and Yann Meurot (French). All four versions of "Jack and the Cloud Giant" can be linked to directly today at www.etcgroup.org.
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Thanks TRACY, I prefer Alternative Medicines, with the personalized attention of the good patient doctor relationship, where the

holistic vision of health knows the path of prevention and cure, with the patient being the true protagonist of their health.

Thanks MSNALA, Blushwood Berries seem to have a good future in cancer treatment, certainly much better than chemotherapy

and radiotherapy. We have plants in nature that can be useful for curing diseases and even cancer. The Amazon rainforest is
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known for its rich biodiversity, but few realize that this natural wealth goes far beyond the animals and beautiful aora. Rare

plants from the Amazon not only create a unique natural environment, they have been used by ancient civilizations (and are still

used today) for their powerful medicinal properties. www.salud.carlosslim.org/english2/drug-against-cancer-tumors-created-f..

 

Strongly agree, ALLUNOISRONG. The mRNA vaccines can change DNA, and we will lose our identity as people. We cannot lose

our personal essence, what unites us with the universe and with God. We do not want to be subject to being patented by

BigPharma in becoming transhumans.

Sure RANDY, you express it wonderfully the globalist elites have lost the condition of humans are now zombie transhumans who

do not see madness in their minds, perhaps because power and money have blinded them.

Thanks NW. Very accurate expressions: malevolent, evil, satanic, diabolical just don't come close to expressing the utter horror

these psychopaths are inaicting on humanity. Great actions from Reiner Fuellmich's team. Great links.
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Thanks JUST, Manipulation and misinformation are the reason for the existence of criminal minds that comfortably lock

themselves in their luxurious o]ces and only think of power and money to compensate for their evils. They are psychopaths

devoid of thoughts that help the people they represent, they are tyrant leaders who sustain their ambitions without thinking

about the value of the desired feelings for a true democracy to make a nation great.

Well said MIRANDOLA, they want a sick population to be able to increase their income. As reported by Dr. Mercola, the problem

is that many citizens do not really know what is happening, are unaware of the corruption of globalist elites or have adapted to

the power that dominates them. The terrible thing will be for those who see the evil of tyrants and do not want to be vaccinated

with the consequence of losing their jobs, an injustice that is against the constitution, that is against the right to preserve

health. A good link, thank you.

Yes, HAR, medical tyranny is unknown to a large part of the population, when they feel the effects of the vaccine in their bodies,

they may then wake up from their total hypnosis.
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DAVID, you have expressed it with a great command of the word, the corruption is overwhelming and the minds are slaves of a

dependency on drugs, they have become junkies, they consume drugs, auoridated water, opium, junk food. It is precisely

government institutions such as the CDC, FDA that should prevent this massacre, but nevertheless they are slaves of

BigPharma and Big Capital, all on the same side of tyranny, all are villains of a fascism that fuels their excessive corruption.

KROFTER, I want to express to you my deepest condolences for the death of your dear mother, also due to a great injustice that

is happening to millions of people with the false "vaccine". It is indeed a large-scale senicide. Yesterday I published a veritas

comment that said that many elderly people have been deceived by telling them that the vaccine they were given was for the au,

not for the Covid. The link is descriptive of the senicide.

Thank you ANA MARIA for great information and a great response: The People's Autonomous Response to the United Nations

Food Systems Summit and more than 300 participating organizations of small-scale food producers, indigenous peoples, NGOs

and academics argue that the The summit and the process that led to it are not addressing the most important drivers of world

hunger and the climate crisis.
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The AMA was founded in 1847 when America's elite physicians decided they were tired of competing with natural remedies

because the medical business was not pro\table enough. Only patentable, lab-produced toxic concoctions would be allowed to

be purchased and prescribed, and any doctor caught using natural remedies would lose their medical license. Nutrition

education was virtually eliminated from the medical school curriculum and the AMA's "Code of Medical Ethics" became the

propaganda of Allopathic Medicine.

The FDA was o]cially founded in 1906 and the systematic corruption of American agriculture began immediately. The CDC is a

"for-pro\t corporation" that has been in collusion with Big Pharma since its inception in 1946 in Atlanta. Vaccines quickly

became the most cost-effective "treatment" of diseases.

www.c-m-consult.com/cdc-exposed-as-for-pro\t-corporation-colluding-wi..  ~

www.truthwiki.org/cdc-centers-for-disease-control-and-prevention/#  

Vaccines combined with auoridated water, GMOs, and processed foods have created and perpetuated the epidemics of obesity,

cancer, autism, diabetes, heart disease, stroke, and dementia. These diseases and disorders barely existed in America 100

years ago, and they didn't really dominate the masses until 50 years ago. Now, every other American suffers from at least one of

those chronic, degenerative diseases.

In America today, democide has only just begun, as this 'Covid' plot orchestrated by the ruling class and the Biden government

continues in its efforts to eliminate the American population to advance the agendas of the disease, the eugenics and death.

This is done simply to achieve total control over the masses. As illnesses and deaths continue to grow and life expectancy is

compromised in the future as these undesirables continue to line their pockets. The truth-loving people will continue to \ght in

the trenches defending freedom.
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URGENT: D.C. PARENTS, HELP US PROTECT CHILDREN FROM BEING VACCINATED WITHOUT PARENTAL CONSENT. Children’s

Health Defense is seeking plaintiffs with legal standing in a lawsuit to stop District of Columbia schools from vaccinating

children without their parents’ knowledge or informed consent.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/dc-parents-help-protect-children-v..
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The power of language is "Hollolinguistic" part of NLP !!!!
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I feel so sad for young idealistic students who go to medical school hoping to learn how to cure people and keep them well.

 They are  not even allowed to use he word "cure".  Diseases can only be managed, symptoms suppressed.  Even when I went to

medical school (Hahnemann Medical College, class of 1978) there was no mention of food or nutrition.   If I had been aware of

Naturopathy, I would have studied that instead. I studied nutrition and natural healing on my own.   I practiced Orthomolecular

Psychiatry at the Princeton Brain Bio Center, as well as Homeopathy.  I have written a book on Natural Medicine.
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People generally think in words and numbers as a left brain function, whereas the right brain is concerned with pictures and major

concepts....so when words are injected into the unsuspecting, they take over an internal conversation; thoughts that become things,

prayers to the universe......Language fraudsters know they can lead you like a donkey with word carrots, it's the parasitic art of

marketing and seduction...and the AMA/feds/networks have mastered it over generations to create a self serving reality.

The AMA and the pharma ma\a have infected the naive masses with the germ theory, cholesterol mythology and spooky genetic

causes of disease while ignoring basic cell function and actual scienti\c studies effectively dumbing down doctors and installing

penalties for maverick behaviors.....Many of us here understand this racket, yet few get the facts of our electrical nature or exactly

how to attain vital voltages and avoid the gnawing oxidative stress that decomposes us...Chemistry and physics will remain divorced

from "medical science" as long as people stay stuck in industry propaganda messaging. In reality we must learn to accentuate

e-electron voltage and oxidize popular bullshit.  Don't be fooled by charlatans posing as experts like that evil golem Fauci, the magical

midget that ruled the world..his ilk are short circuiting our charge terrain like governments steal our money/our energy...Cut through

the complexity of this-for-that pharma thinking, throw off that monkey chatter Doublemint jingle and regain your personal will and

intent...It may be too dark for civilization as we knew it, but at least grab some light...

www.forbiddenhealingforum.com/forum-comments
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We need a full conscience to overcome the menticide that humanity is being subjected to. As you know very well, Randal,

electrochemical energy powers our mind in connection with our body. Nature seems to have discovered that electric \elds can

drive a wide range of processes essential to life, including consciousness itself. A veritable army of neuroscientists and

electrophysiologists around the world is developing ever deeper insights into the degree to which electric and magnetic \elds

("brain waves" or "neural oscillations") seem to reveal key aspects of consciousness. The prevailing view for some time has

been that the brain's bioelectric \elds, which are electric and magnetic \elds produced on various physical scales, are an

interesting side effect of brain activity, but not necessarily relevant to the functioning of consciousness itself. .

Now it is even recognized that perhaps there is some intelligence and even consciousness in all the bioelectric \elds of the

body, which are e]cient sources of information transfer. In his work, Levin discusses how these \elds can contain information

that guides growth and regeneration. "We have found that cells communicate, even at great distances in the embryo, using

bioelectrical signals, and use this information to know where to form a brain and how big it should be," says Michael Levin, Ph.D

nautil.us/blog/the-link-between-bioelectricity-and-consciousness  ~

www.newswise.com/articles/bioelectricity-plays-key-role-in-brain-devel..
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Forbidden - Gui posted a link to globalhealth, to an Italian-made movie on cancer cures, you know, those forbidden cancer

cures. Had seen portions of this \lm elsewhere, but the end focuses on Dr. Tullio Simoncini - and his baking soda cure. It's a

little over 1 hr long, you will want to watch it. Just found the link again to the documentary by Massimo Mazzuccio -

www.globalresearch.ca/cancer-forbidden-cures-original-big-pharma-playb..  - you'll need to scroll down the page, past the short

trailer...even a brief cameo of a younger Dr Carolyn Dean! (note: Pay attention to the 1000 year old translation of an auyvervedic

text mentioning the use of sodium bicarb to treat di]cult illnesses including cancers.) Nothing is new except for brutal,

exclusionary thinking of modern "techniques" to the detriment of all.
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Rxcellent links Gui...Supports charge terrain hypothesis and exposes the many charge killing factors we never see...Like

metals/toxins/dead foods/lack of water organizing heat, light, sound, sunshine, and crippling stress to the ego-bound...The

forbidden basis of life that escapes befuddled scientists.
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forbiddenhealing
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Thanks Rrrreal... @ .80c/lb baking soda is awesome medicine, cured breast cancer in my dog in under a week, It Works!   Raises

pH, body charge and promotes O2 penetration..perfect.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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No idea how anyone can justify using 5G after reading these 2 articles, thanks Gui!
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM
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The AMA never was about health.  It was all about pharmaceuticals, right from the beginning.
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badboy2
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We expect people in government o]ce to at least be truthful, but this kind of lies, as mention in the article,  fall under the lies of

the Vietnam war, (which i was a participant), along with looking for weapons of mass destruction in Iraq. It is shameful that

grown men and woman go about to deceive the American people with their health, or for any reason.
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If anyone still doubts whether the medical system is trying to kill people with this plandemic then just look at this poor Oklahoma

school teacher that has been hospitalized for Covid-19. This teacher has had all 3 JABS! This teacher requires everyone to wear a

mask in the classroom. Anyone who refuses to wear a mask gets removed from the classroom. The teacher is a kidney transplant

patient and they put him on Remdesivir: www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/teacher-who-received-3-p\zer-shots-required..  

Remdesivir causes KIDNEY FAILURE! So this hospital is putting a kidney transplant patient on meds that cause kidney failure. This isn't

just hear-say. This is documented on PUBMED/NIH website: pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33340409  So, the FDA approved a drug that

causes kidney failure to treat a disease that also causes kidney failure (ace-2 receptor)...DOUBLE WHAMMY! Kidneys have the highest

concentration of ace-2 receptors. Sars-Cov-2 was designed to target Ace-2. Combine a virus that attacks Ace-2 with a drug that

causes kidney failure and you are DOOMED if you get admitted to an ICU for Covid-19. It is a death sentence.

If you would like to hear it from an expert, here is an 18 minute video from Dr. Ardis that breaks this down very clearly:

originalrebel.net/2021/09/20/dr-bryan-ardis-with-the-most-stunning-tru..   This is nothing short of Genocide. I advise everyone to see

your doctor immediately for anything. Make up a LIE (like they do) and fake a sinus infection! When they ask you if you are allergic to

anything, tell them you are allergic to REMDESIVIR!! If you do see doctor(s) on a regular basis, or you are an outpatient, make sure you

let everyone know you are ALLERGIC to REMDESIVIR! This Covid-19/Remdesivir combo is so deadly they could use it for LETHAL

INJECTION for those charged with the death penalty
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By documenting that you are allergic to Remdesivir the doctors administering it to you can be held liable even though it has

EUA.  Just walk away from the medical system!
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Hi jamNjim, Stew Peters had a brief Q&A segment yesterday, with Dr. Jane Ruby answering several of the most pressing

questions from the audience.  Listen closely to her response, she is quick yet carefully choosing her words to describe what is

going on: "Stew Peters - Dr. Jane Ruby: Vaccine Load, Shedding, Side Effects Differ: WHY? 9/22/21" -

www.bitchute.com/.../fNxM3PgzFpmk  - The clinical trial aspects have been completely downplayed, to the point where most

do not realize batches and lots of shots have varying amounts of ingredients; causing varying responses in people, in addition

to expected varying responses in people. The Boosters (just approved for those over age 65) may have even higher doses?

Guinea Pigs anyone? Yikes!
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes JamNjim, AMA, FDA, CDC and all government institutions are allies of the almighty BigPharma, which is fed back by the

powerful media, all moved by the desire for power and the inauence of Big Capital. They all have a common goal: their main

concern is to sell drugs that cause a vicious cycle of side effects so that this humanity continues to live with drugs, vaccines,

environmental pollution, etc., promoted by BigPharma and Big Food, which are consequently the world is dominated by

menticide, fueling chronic inaammation, which enhances diseases and deaths from Covid. The most deceptive marketing

gimmicks of Big Food and Big Pharma serve this menticide. The o]cial CDC seal of approval for each vaccine and especially

the Covid "vaccine", which has never been shown in a clinical trial to work, and which comes with a list of adverse events should

include any sane and intelligent humans avoiding it. at all costs.

Most Americans hardly know the true 110-year history of the FDA, and for good reason, they don't want you to. Regulate

everything from food and tobacco to supplements and prescription drugs; From over-the-counter drugs and veterinary products

to electromagnetic radiation devices and blood transfusions, the FDA is very busy, not to mention regulating vaccines and

biopharmaceuticals. The FDA in 2008, began sending employees to foreign countries, including India, China, and the UK, to

name a few. All of this is thanks to Congress. Over the decades, the FDA has tried to destroy all forms of comprehensive care in

the United States that compete with drug and vaccine treatments. This link exposes the FDA data and the chronology of the

corruption. www.truthwiki.org/fda-food-and-drug-administration
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Thank you Real and Gui. What is as ridiculous as this patient being treated with Remdesivir is the fact that I wasn't allowed to

post on it. This article had a comment section with LOTS of comments. Most of the comments were just political rhetoric. When

I tried to give everyone the document number on Pubmeds webiste that warns you of the very dangerous side effects of

Remdesivir (Kidney Failure) it was taken down and/or block. I was unable to warn everyone of the dangers of treating Covid-19

with Remdesivir. This gynocidal event is a collaborative effort between Big Pharma, US Capital, NIH, CDC, FDA, and MSM (all the

elites). Of course, this article was on MSNBC!
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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JamNJim, follow up everything you are saying with the reiterated refrain "Just trust the medical experts". Yeah, right. And

maybe the doctors themselves should be charged with murder and even face the death penalty, using this drug on kidney failure

patients. Whew! It just goes to say that the doctors are practicing blind obedience, and/or are coerced just like the rest of us. I

think that doctors have an obligation to their patients to think, and it is malpractice not to. Further, doctors Must be free to

practice medicine per their own judgment, not as bowing servants to a Higher Authority, namely the CDC and FDA, Fauci et al.

And last but not least, here is one more case in point, that just exactly when the "trusted experts" (read, authorities!) require the

use of a drug that can kill and is so dangerous, then they are NOT protecting us as claimed. People need to be alerted, just when

the government and "experts" say that they are protecting people, is when they are brainwashing, and using that word,

"protection" as a pretext to grab control. They are doing the opposite of protecting us, they are endangering us all, globe-wide,

with lockdowns leading to homelessness, suicides, poverty....protection? Really? It is time for people to think, and to wake up!
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Mirandola, Anthony Fauci was caught on record during an interview asking the reporter: "Would you rather have done

coronavirus research in New Jersey and have an outbreak occur there, or would you rather do it in China and have an outbreak

there? The answer is China!" Here's the guy in charge of   Infectious Disease Control  reasoning that it is better to outsource this

DANGEROUS PATHOGEN research to China and risk a lab-leak/outbreak there rather than somewhere here in the USA. You can't

make this up! He's as incompetent as Joe Biden! This is after the Wuhan Lab FAILED safety audits! We knew this lab had a high

risks of lab leaks.
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jamNjim,

Dr. Shiva would agree with your statement of incompetence. Don't have the links anymore, but he aat out stated Dr Fauci does

not properly understand the human immune system. - - And that supposed level4 lab in China was most likely closer to level2 in

the US. There were signs it lacked proper PPE and was likened to the security found in a US doctor's o]ce.
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Thanks for posting this vital information.  I have been so wrapped up in the whole issue of mandates that I have neglected to

pay attention to this.  A friend's 71 year old friend who had chronic respiratory symptoms from pneumonia lasting over a year

was hospitalized in Florida last week, vented and died within a few days.  No one knows what treatment she received, it isn't

even questioned.  Did they put her on Remdesivir?  Who knows?  But the family needs to know.  So much being swept under the

carpet, your posting helps reverse that.
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JamNJim, thank you again for such an informative post and so important. SIO we are so sorry to hear of your loss, so sad, we

are there for you!!! And what you say is point on, things must....must....be investigated. Doubtlessly the hospitals will not

cooperate. But investigations must happen, and they must be embarrassed under the rug....so this kind of thing doesn't happen

again and they are alerted to the fact that people are watching and aware! The truth does not like to see the light of day.

JamNJim, thank you for your response. I would absolutely love to see the link to Fauci's statement. That is extraordinary.

Jim, Rose: I can't give Fauci any breaks or cut him any slack for his alleged "incompetence". I don't have to be a doctor to

understand, based on  books and articles about immunity that i have read, that Fauci KNOWS EXACTLY WHAT HE IS DOING With

tweaking our immune system and injecting such toxins as polyethylene glycol, and he KNOWS he is targeting autoimmune

attack with these alleged "vaccines".!!! LE'ts please not white-wash responsibility to the public. Incompetence, in his position, is

CRIMINAL and there is simply no excuse for it. But I don't think he is just incompetent. I think he is criminal. Look at the

statement, so aippant, about releasing a dangerous bug to the public!

In China, in America, which does he prefer? Hey and he is the one who diverted funds to China. Incompetent, or deliberate? This

requires a sociopathic lack of empathy and remorse, and reaects the soul of a mass murderer. Sorry. And what about the

patents anyway? He knows nothing about that, and has nothing to do with it? I don't believe it, not even for one second. Surely

this is pre meditated, not incompetence. And all the "protective orders" seem premeditated too. All of them. They need no

repeating here, but we know that it belies science. PS I stiaed a closing remark, and will enter it here: WOOF! And one more

closing remark: "Trust the experts". Oh really? NOT! WOOF!
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I'm back. I must post this. Beware, this is very creepy, and I only hope this is a hoax. However, with the images shown in this

youtube, I have to think it is real. JamNJim, since you mentioned these vaccines may be killing people on  purpose, I had to post

this as possible evidence. Sending best wishes, "Mirandola" www.bitchute.com/.../5SaeZFuDJUuY
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Real, my brother in-law in S. Korea is a Professor at the Incheon National University, S. Korea. Prior to the pandemic he was

aying back and forth from China and S.Korea for conferences and business. He said the exact same thing. He said their safety

and security at the Wuhan Lab was at best a level-3, but most likely a level-2. He also said the deaths in China were WAY higher

than what the CCP was reporting. Somehow, he had access the the number of urns that were being produced/used in China

(they incinerate their dead). The number of urns being used was over 100 times higher than normal for any given period of time.

The assumption in S, Korea was this increase in the number of urns represented the real number of Covid-19 deaths. Even using

100 as the multiplier, that would mean China had approximately 463,000 people die. That's still less than USA and Brazil, but it

almost matches India to the "T" at 445,000 deaths. That kind of make sense.
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Mirandola, thanks for the link. I'll watch it at 3pm
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Unfortunately, who created the "almighty BigPharma"? The sick people - all those who PREFER to blame something / someone

else for their health misfortune  (bacteria, viruses, the healthcare system, the doctors, Pharma, etc.) , not willing to make an

effort to change their habits, to learn, even to listen when someone is giving them reliable sources of information for their own

good. Sadly, those are the overwhelming majority. It's human nature  - levity, thoughtlessness ensure ignorance, sickness and

the fear of it, people pay dearly for being sick, enriching the pro\teers - just business. It's the system that's aawed -  how many

wouldn't take advantage of the most pro\table business in the "free market" economy?

Few people know that under socialism, NO ONE pro\ted from disease - the very same thing that turned a handful of people into

today's giants of power. Every sick person was a loss for the WHOLE OF society - a huge, huge difference from where the sicker

the people, the more pro\t they provide.... And a stunning thing is, Americans have the greatest number of sources, examples of

people, doctors (like dr. M.) who tell the simple basics of health, they were the \rst to have access to all of this knowledge at

their \ngertips, in their own language, yet they are among the sickest, what's to blame for that?
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Sio, I'm so sorry for your loss. It shouldn't have to be this way. I'm sorry for this late response. I have tried to respond several

times and I get too emotional. So I delete! I'm actually holding back tears right now. My wife is asking me what is wrong and I

can't tell her! These people are Satanist. I'm not a bible thumper, but I REALY believe in God and he is the ultimate scientist in my

mind. He created this wonderful body we live in that is designed to run on NATURE not MEDS! My condolences.
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vassil, I totally agree. Here's why I'm sympathetic for these people that can't \gure it out. They were brainwashed by the public

schools. You see, I was sicker than most children and I hated it. I wanted to know how to keep from getting sick. Elementary

School is the most important years for either becoming an independent thinker or a brainwashed indoctrinated sheeple. I was in

the middle because of one reason. My grandparents on both sides were very healthy. By Junior High, I was the only student in

the school district with LIVING Great Grandparents. Guess what NONE of them (greatgrandparents) ever did? They didn't

participate in our DEATHCARE system. While they ate whatever they wanted, they ate NOTHING from the grocery store! At a

very early age I noticed this and questioned the narrative of stuff like "a whole grain granola bar, that's zero fat, is healthier for

you than a made-from-scratch apple pie".

Neither of my grandfathers ever ate a slice of PIZZA! That mindset they had infected me for one reason and one reason only.

They were HEALTHY and cognitive. My great grandmother on my mother's side died at 101 and she had the entire US history

memorized. She had already lived half of the US history! She never had to pause to remember something. She ate bacon, eggs,

and biscuits every day for breakfast (everything my 5th Grade Health Science teacher was telling us is bad for you). Long story

short. I was blessed to have these people as mentors and they inauenced my mind. They knew I questioned everything so they

were more compelled to tell me things that went against the narrative. Here I am today. All I do is repeat their dying message!

Just walk away from the MEDICAL SYSTEM!
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DR. Mercola has the “stones” to write the truth about COVID and not be controlled by the AMA. Thank you DR. Mercola, your book is

amazing !!!
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Our answer to the AMA is to prevent illness and deny them customers.   Learn how to create your own personal health and heal

yourself whenever illness strikes.  Nip respiratory problems in the bud.  Avoid disease causing vaccines and chemical  drugs like the

plague.  Two very easy ways to cure upper respiratory problems are nebulized H2O2 as Dr. Mercola has prescribed with or without

added lugols iodine as Dr. Brownstein recommends or simply add 3 or 4 drops of 2% lugols to a salt based natural inhaler.   If

necessary you can add high dose Vit.C taken multiple times daily while sick.  Both MMS and colloidal/ionic silver at just 10ppm will kill

or deactivate any pathogen.  Another anti viral covid killer is l- lysine.  2000mg daily for prevention and 4000mg daily if you are sick

from what I've read.  There are many more ways to treat or prevent infection too numerous to mention.   I spray my sinus several times

daily with Xlear and or colloidal silver to prevent any viral or bacterial respiratory disease.   When using silver I also spray my eyes and

mouth.  Diet must not be ignored as nutrition is critical to overall health and wellness.   Organic foods should be consumed as much as

possible and don't forget to \lter your water.  Get some moderate exercise and sunshine daily.  Doing these things will help you stay

away from poison pushing charlatans.   Good luck.
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The prevention of the holistic state of health must be the true way that avoids toxic medicines that damage the immune system

and the health in general. Alternative Medicines forces us to understand that we are a system that always requires us to regain

balance and to be aware that our health has to be actively maintained. On the path of health from a holistic point of view. the

attitudes and customs, the environment must be agreed with the patient. The fundamental objective is the intervention of the

patient in the control and maintenance of health, with therapies that strengthen the anemic and physical state of the person,

their immune system, their intestinal health and restore the altered balance, leaving aside the traditional paternalism and

medical specialties.

Alternative Medicine is used instead of allopathic medicine applying those techniques, practices, procedures, approaches or

knowledge that use the stimulation of the functioning of natural laws for the self-regulation of the human being in order to

promote, prevent, treat and rehabilitate the health of the population from a holistic thinking. The awakening of awareness of

self-care, of patient responsibility, of the properties of nature, an increasingly healthy diet and in general the goal of leading a

healthy lifestyle, are just some of the reasons why it is It is imperative to offer and open a range of humanized options, close to

individual needs, where the patient is recognized and treated in a comprehensive, holistic way, with the possibility of choosing

and accessing alternative and complementary medicine, guaranteeing that these are natural, effective and safe.
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Been using this for months...so far so good.....www.biospace.com/article/more-data-suggests-over-the-counter-nasal-spr..
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Eating healthy is so important, I just read that almost all chickens have white stripe disease from being pushed to grow too

quickly, it highlights the cruelty of their breeding, and also the disease results in  lower meat nutrition for the consumer.   I don't

know if organic chickens also have this ubiquitous disease, but we need to be aware of what we are buying and refuse to

support it. Also, many doctors are promoting Ivermectin, but some on sites such as this are saying it can cause injury in its own

way to the eyes and nervous system.  This is being said by some people who are into natural health (not those trying to

minimize it because they are pro mRNA shots).   So I am thinking the Brownstein method may be the safest treatment, not sure

how effective compared to Ivermectin?
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My doctor -- whose \rst prescription for me more than a dozen years ago was to subscribe to Dr. Mercola's newsletter -- decided to

leave the profession in August. I can only assume he found himself at odds with the push to vaccinate everyone with the de-pop clot

shots. But his replacement is a straight-up AMA propaganda mouthpiece who has zero interest in debating me about the actual

science. So now I'm doctorless as I search for someone with the same level of integrity that my previous doctor had. I imagine it could

be a lengthy search.
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Yes,  Good_Hands, the old bedside practitioners have already been made available to BigPharma, now medical specialties

triumph. They no longer serve the patient, they defend their own interests that are dictated in the Congresses sponsored by the

all-powerful snake industry. Any doctor who breaks the dictated protocol can be banished from Allopathic Medicine.
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Good_Hands, you will have a hard time \nding one. It took me almost 5 years to \nd one (1990-1995). The doctors had more

freedom back then. Everything they told me to do made my problems worse. I documented it. When I pointed this out and

challenged their narrative they ALL told me "Jim, I can no longer be your doctor". They all insisted I eat a high

Carbohydrate/Fiber based diet to address my cardiovascular and digestive issues. They had me eating ZERO FAT and 60+

grams of \ber a day!

When all that failed to improve my health I asked the doctor(s) what he thought was wrong. He said it is genetic. So then I asked

what else can I do? He recommended going 100% ORGANIC. There were no organic grocery stores within 200 miles of my

house and he knew that. What he didn't know is that I was already growing most of my on veggies. So some friends of mine, my

father, and my grandparents all collaborated to just grow A LOT of just 1 or two veggies (each of us grew something different)

and we would all share-cropped. I \lled 2 deep freezers full of home grown organic veggies.

When I had my 6 month follow-up my numbers were worse! That's when he elaborated on eating 100% organic. I told him I was

only eating what I organically grow. He called me a liar. I opened up my folder that I kept all my documentation in and showed

him the pics. He said, "Jim, I can no longer be your doctor". I did \nd a real doctor shortly after that. He was a real research

scientist that didn't follow AMA/main-stream medicine rules. He immediately took me off my VEGAN diet, dropped my \ber

intake below 15 grams/day, and ordered me to eat fatty meats like ribeyes and pork belly. In less than 3 months I was off all my

meds, bowels returned to normal, and my cholesterol/triglycerides were spot on perfect! He did in 3 months what the other

doctors couldn't \gure out in 5 years. He reminded me every visit, "don't tell anyone what I'm about to tell you.....I could lose my

medical license".
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jamNjim, nothing beats the health kick from a good ribeye, especially if it's accompanied by a nice cabernet. I do have a line on

a potential doctor, a naturopath who comes highly recommended. Fingers crossed I can get an initial eval on the books before

the new year. I'll let you know how it goes, though I'm a bit nervous given how many naturopaths I've heard have taken the clot
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shot.
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Good_Hands, GOOD LUCK! When I \nally managed to book an appointment with this guy I had to wait 9 months! I nearly died

while waiting. Literally! Mine doesn't recommend the au shot. I'm sure he is against Covid-19 shots. I have not spoken to him in

a while.
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I feel like part of our freedom in the United States of America is that I can oppose what’s happening, I can raise my voice against those

who are raising their voices. That’s how it used to be. So while they are \ghting for the “safety“ of all Americans, I am allowed to say

no, your therapies are wrong. That’s how it should be. That’s how it should be for doctors who are healing people instead of killing

them right now. Doctors that we are witness to over and over again because we are not excepting the agenda and we are not excepting

that vaccinations are the only way to go. We are doing research because we are seeing the failure of vaccines.

In the case of the young man who died Sunday night, that group actually has \ve people. He was waiting to get vaccinated with his

wife after she took some nursing test. She didn’t want to feel bad for it so they were waiting and going to do it together.  Somehow he

gets sick.  He is one of \ve team members at work.   Technically will never know where he caught Covid from, but apparently he just

goes to work and he goes home. So they’re assuming it was probably at work. His team is vaccinated, so he is the one unvaccinated

out of the vaccinated four.  If we’re talking herd immunity, that’s 80%.  I don’t even know how you can quantify heard immunity when

there are people out there who’s  bodies will become a symptomatic. Do we know that percentage? I am at a hotel right now and CNN

is playing. On the ticker beneath it it actually said that the vaccinated in the workplace are at risk of being infected by the

unvaccinated. Honey, that’s not how vaccines work.
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Current Israeli data shows how quickly the effectiveness of the jab is waning.  Down to 39% at the end of July.
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Yes, Tracy, disturbingly, it appears the COVID-19 vaccines may also cause trouble for those who decide not to get the shots but

spend time in close proximity to people who did. While it cannot be viral shedding, as none of the vaccines use live or even

attenuated virus, there appears to be some sort of spike protein transmission going on. While the spike protein cannot replicate

or multiply like a virus, it is toxic in and of itself. In her paper, Seneff details how the spike protein acts as a metabolic poison,

capable of triggering pathological damage leading to lung damage and heart and brain diseases. In the links and the report of

Dr. Mercola. livefreealaska.s3.amazonaws.com/Dr+Stephanie+Seneff+on+Vaccine+-+42-pa..  

THE MANY WAYS IN WHICH COVID VACCINES MAY HARM YOUR HEALTH. In this report:   1. The Spike Protein Is the

Bioweapon  2. The Spike Protein Produced in Your Body Is Highly Unnatural   3. Latent Viruses May Flare if You Receive the

COVID Vaccine   4. The Importance of Type I Interferon   5. How mRNA Can Alter Your DNA   6. SARS-CoV-2 Spike Protein May

Be a Prion   7. Are Viral Vector Vaccines Better or Worse?   8. Which Vaccine Is Most Dangerous?   9. Can COVID Vaccines

‘Shed’ or Transmit Infection?   10. What Can We Expect to See More Of? While the variety of diseases we may see a rise in as a

result of this vaccination campaign are myriad, some general predictions can be made. Seneff believes we’ll see a signi\cant

rise in cancer, accelerated Parkinson’s-like diseases, Huntington’s disease, and all types of autoimmune diseases and

neurodegenerative disorders.
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Mikovits suspects many will die rather rapidly. “We have evidence in the HTLV-1 associated myelopathy that these things go

from long latency periods to [putting] you in a wheelchair in six months,” she says. “So, with all these other toxins combined

hitting you, it’s not going to be ‘live and suffer forever.’ It’s going to be suffer \ve years and die.” 11.What Are the Solutions?

While all of this is highly problematic, there is help. As noted by Mikovits, remedies to the maladies that might develop

post-vaccination include: www.lewrockwell.com/2021/05/joseph-mercola/the-many-ways-in-which-covi..
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In the 2nd paragraph of the AMA document, it says "The American Medical Association (AMA) has called for the utmost transparency

in the vaccine development process". This is the worst lie of them all because it is doing exactly the opposite. There has never been

any transparency by any of the governments, their agencies or medical associations at any time during the pandemic. It's like the

'1984', George Orwell book in which the government tells the people that 'War is Peace', where the opposite is always true.
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I would be wary of the au shot they're also pushing heavily.  I have never had a au shot and I think the last time I had the au was in

1993.
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I got the au shot every year from 1977 (swine) to 1988 and got the au every one of those years. I missed my fall/89 au shot due

to a medical records screw up on my military shot records and I didn't get the au the entire 89/90 au season. So I decided to roll

the dice for the 90/91 season and skip the jab. Again, no illnesses of any kind! So I decided to wait until I get sick from au again

before I get my next au shot. 32 years later I'm still waiting. My wife has never been sick with the au. She's never had the au

vaccine until Oct 2020. Her employer forced her to.
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So if hospitalization = deaths, and someone is hospitalized more than once, then that means that people can die more than once?

 Makes sense since people can continue to vote after they die...
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Profound point!
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The mind is the battle\eld.  What difference does it make if the AMA sets out it's propaganda standards.  When someone or an

organization shows you who they are believe them from the outset.  The rest of their jargon then becomes gibberish.  When we

mentally ingest the in's and out's of their evildoings, we then must return to a place of sound mental health.  We must restore ourselves

back to a place of mental immunity from their garbage.   As mentioned in another article, the AMA, FDA, CDC, Federal Government are

trying to position themselves as The Truth Police.  Peace of mind is the only true freedom one possesses.  Mindfulness through

meditation works to restore our balance mentally which enhances our physical well-being.  May you enjoy this present moment, this

beautiful moment.  May you breathe in deeply and "relax your body".  May you breathe out deeply and "smile".
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My smile comes from not being there in the \rst place.
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Good récipe, Dianna, to beat menticide, mental health. Our capabilities are what allow us to perform in the different areas of our

life, and we must be aware of these capabilities so that we can draw well-de\ned plans for the future, counting on what we can

do and what we must avoid. It is important to discover our areas of development, when we are aware of our capabilities, we are

also aware of our limitations, and that is where there are opportunities for growth and learning, if we want to be self-su]cient,

plan our lives, trying not to be prey to tyranny. that this false pandemic is causing unprepared minds to avoid misinformation.

There are many forms of meditation. The ultimate goal of meditation is a sense of relaxation and inner peace, which can

improve mental health. There is a growing body of research to support that mindfulness meditation programs have evidence for

decreased stress, improved concentration, decreased blood pressure, and reduced symptoms of anxiety and depression, just to

name a few, very unique to this fake pandemic. www.insider.com/bene\ts-of-meditation  ~

www.everydayhealth.com/meditation/how-meditation-can-improve-your-ment..
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In this study of mental wellbeing with practice of yoga and meditation during COVID-19 pandemicA total of 649 (58.4%)

subjects had normal mental wellbeing score, whereas 279 (25.1%) were found to be at risk of developing psychological distress

and 184 ( 16.5%) were at risk of depression. A signi\cantly larger proportion of subjects with normal mental wellbeing was

found with the practice of both yoga and meditation (66.2%), followed by practice of only meditation (62.1%), only yoga (59.9%),

and none of them (50.6% ). A similar association of yoga and meditation practices was found with the change in eating,

sleeping patterns, and family relations. The frequency of practice was positively associated with a higher level of mental

wellbeing in the case of both yoga as well as meditation, with daily practice having the highest wellbeing scores.

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8144767  (2021)
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Thank you for those links Gui.   Prayer meditation is also very useful tool.  An integrative nutritionist friend of mine encourages

getting out to different environments in nature to enhance our biome (forest bathing, hiking in the mountains, spending time by

the sea, etc) as often as possible.   We are inter beings with Mother Nature.   I also agree we must plan with eyes open and level

heads.   Be the example and maybe the sheeple with come out of their coma and want to learn how to achieve the overall

well-being that we possess.
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It's great that you bring up this perspective taken by the AMA Dr Mercola.  By that I mean this is the perspective taken by the AMA,

which is no  different than any sales journal or sales talk given to any group of people that are in sales. While  you and I and others

here would love to keep foremost in our mind that all-important Hippocratic Oath, if you just dropped that one thought, the perspective

can change totally to what is commonly called "increasing sales". For me that sums up the AMA. It is a sales organized group with the

primary focus of supporting and increasing the sales of its members.

The AMA has some other reasons for existence but this has always been the primary one. I'm not making excuses for their practices,

but let's face it, sales are sale. I don't know the current percentage of membership of medical doctors in the AMA but it isn't an

overwhelming number. Those that are members are paying  to get advice that helps their businesses. Since we all know that the

allopathic profession is chock-full of practices and medicine that none of us would recommend, it's not surprising that their sale wing

is  going to also be unscrupulous. Thank you for pointing out how rife  the whole  lot of them are with underhanded, devious methods.
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Only about 34% of medical doctors seem to be at all a member of the AMA.

www.answers.com/Q/What_percentage_of_Doctors_in_the_US_belong_to_the_A..
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Perhaps it should say, in the interest of honesty, "It is critical that physicians and patients have NO con\dence in the safety and

e]cacy of ANY COVID cures" .. in-order to promote the under-cover sales of vaccines, which are marketed as "free". As long as cured

is not de\ned for COVID, prevention, AKA vaccines, can be heavily promoted. As soon as we wake up and realize that there are many

cures for COVID, there is no need to vaccinate. Unfortunately, the AMA does not have any medical or scienti\c de\nition or theory of

cure for most diseases - including COVID, so they promote statistical treatments that cannot cure and don't even need to prevent the

disease in any speci\c case. It's like the shell game. The pea is wherever they say it is, and never where we look. Looking, knowing, is

forbidden when the bureaucracy rules. To your health, tracy
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They lie about the statistics too, at least the CDC does.  They love to add an extra 0 or two on au counts.  On virus counts and

deaths,  they subtract thousands of cases and deaths.
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AMA has a false promise to restore health in its history, but what it did is \ght the battle against true health medicine, to limit

the practices of professionals such as homeopaths, naturopaths, osteopaths, podiatrists, optometrists, psychologists and

chiropractors. The intelligence that created the body, preventive medicine, nutrition and health-friendly therapies, can prevent

and restore from any disease known to man, as long as there are no physical, chemical or emotional tensions that overwhelm

the body's resistance. . This is not the message that the AMA and the pharmaceutical companies who want the public to hear

despite the corruption and deception of the AMA, against chiropractors, homeopaths along with the rest of the natural health

community, will continue to spread the truth. on natural solutions to health challenges that do not involve health-friendly

medications.

Immunity comes from lifestyle, from naturally nurturing your own system… not from pharmaceuticals. all previous human

societies would have disappeared from Earth if humans weren't internally equipped with a powerful immune system ... that the

coronavirus, produced in the laboratory, which is actually a biological weapon, has already infected most of the societies and

has produced herd immunity with memory T cells or antibodies, makes vaccination unnecessary, and is unnecessarily exposed

to the serious effects and deaths derived from bogus vaccines. We are in the enhancement of diseases and in short the

reduction of life expectancy. Now with Covid-19 we need to accompany natural immunity with drugs such as ivermectin and

hydroxychloroquine and other protocols that can save lives when people have a weakened immune system and risks from

previous pathologies. This will avoid biological weapons falsely called vaccines.
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Guillermo: Health is whole. An illness is a hole in health. No one can "restore health" by puncturing the aesh and inserting a

secret patented compound and complex set of chemicals and parts of once living entities. They done even date to use the word

cure. It's all  p\zz and no \ll.
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These doctors hold human life in contempt. I would never dare go to see one of these sociopathic liars. They probably deliberately kill

people to list as Covid deaths for $$$$$. Just got over Covid. No medical care needed. No lasting effects.  I'm sure this would break
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people to list as Covid deaths for $$$$$. Just got over Covid. No medical care needed. No lasting effects.  I'm sure this would break

the heart of those "compassionate, considerate" vaxxholes. The kind who wish death upon us all the time, before screaming "Get

vaxxed! It saved lives!" So Vaxxholes which is it? Do you want us to die or do you really believe the jab saves lives and want us to live?

You sure don't seem con\dant about how it protects you from sickness or death. And you sure don't seem to care about any life but

your own. The only sickness I have is disgust with Vaxxholes. Canceling FB helped a lot there.
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That \gures.  The AMA has lost all credibility.  Apparently, they follow the Hypocritic Oath instead of the Hippocratic Oath. Very sad

indeed.
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The Power of Language....what every citizen should now truly understand. It has the power to deceive and decide for you in the most

dishonest ways imaginable. Boosting your word powers is the medicine for your mental health. The truth is "The Word". The World

turns on a collection of words and languages. In the beginning was the Word. Everything we think do and say begins with a thought

that of which becomes our words. Communication = comment= community=common knowledge= commend= commerce=Etc. And

his Kingdom shall have no end!   What a great reminder in this timely article. "Words!"
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Yes, words create symbols in the mind, hard to dislodge them even if untrue, need to be replaced by more resonant words that

provoke more powerful images.  I think we are not using powerful slogans to our bene\t, instead we have been at the mercy of

pejorative slogans from the mobs that have become petty bullies, and that includes many of the people we know and care

about.  Instead of passively ignoring this, or trying to defend ourselves, I think we need to become leaders in taking control of

language to assert the truth in a way that provokes unassailable word/symbol/images in the minds of everyone, including those

who are relentlessly engaged in undermining our position.
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The AMA is intending to kill every COVID patient IN THE HOSPITALS. They are telling you the outcome. Don’t go to their “temples  of

doom” hospitals. AMA is a private organization set up to control America’s doctors. It has bern corrupt from the start, getting money

from Rockefeller and other nefarious creeps, poisoning as many as they can with deadly pharma serums and never \nding any cures

to anything. The AMA markets sickness and death.
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And the list (of crimes against humanity) continues to become unfathomable and to date we are the only country to not “stands with

\st’s”, to borrow a phrase, and oppose this genocidal narrative. When else in history would individuals such as we are allowing to

continue, not be burned at the stake, beheaded, hanged, stoned, electrocuted or lethally injected. Of course the lethal injection has

been deemed inhumane or cruel. (?) So we add to the list of true meaning’s, GMO which truly means Get Medicine Out. AMA which

should now be American Malfeasance Association. I have read that Lithuania has pulled itself out of this, while Rumania, I believe,

shut down all government vaccination facilities. These are only 2; but I have heard of resistance throughout the world and one local

country, the leader was assonated after pulling out of this campaign early on. I salute the Aussie’s for their ‘godango’s’ (?) to stand

against  such brutal government control.
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I wouldn't say we were totally silent the past 18 months. The riots of 2020 may have been for all the wrong reasons, but they do

have one thing in common that is inauencing the riots here and around the world. That is tyranny. When you see college

students, that typically vote Democratic, attending football games at record numbers (with no mask) chanting "F*** Joe Biden",

there is some hope left.
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More like 'suicide hesitancy.'
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This may be very Canadian, but it's the best idea yet and I hope you'll pick it up in the states, using the laws for your particular state, to

protect your life, liberty and property. LET THE GAMES BEGIN!  THE PUCK STOPS HERE!  Please, everyone, this is important, listen up!

 I may not have been anywhere this damn plan-demic long, but I’ve met some of the most caring, intelligent human rights activists

online and from the bottom of my heart to all of you, I’m grateful and thank you so much. The video below (please scroll down) from

ProtonMail, shows what happened when a group of Canadians went out to a mall for lunch.  Their website: gameonCanada.org

1.  At the website you can download a No Trespassing sign for your front door,  2.  Print out a copy of “Protect Your Rights” that

contains properly referenced laws in Ontario that you can use to protect yourself and your family.  3.  Public Servants Questionnaire -

questions you have the right to ask to protect yourself, your liberty and your property.  www.bitchute.com/.../fJoPhHsrkLpn  

If you are a parent please look at the gameonCanada.org website because this is also to LET THE KIDS PLAY and there are a few ideas

there.  One of the best things we can do is organize an activity for kids - none of them deserve to have suffered the way they have and

are being forced to - pick up the baton and pass it on!  Footnote:  this information came to me from a friend out west, so they don’t all

want us to freeze in the dark (though I can certainly see why it’s logical to feel like that, the way they’ve been treated by us in the east).
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Thank-you  from an ex-Canadian. “Ex” because Canada no longer exists as a sovereign country-especially according to Dictator

Trudeau. We are A “post-nation state”....run by an unelected UN. Thanks for your info. I commented above about the Ontario

College of Doctors and Surgeons BANNiNG and threatening Dr.s from using ANY Early outpatient treatment for SarsCov2.

Unfortunately, most Canadians- including family and friends who use to identify as “proud Canadians” are revealed to be Frauds

and COWARDS. They - like their image of an good, loyal subject- will do anything someone of authority tells them to do...they

have NO self con\dence nor self respect. They see themselves as “being high and almighty” above the hated lowly US

American. They really have a self important ego that is based on propaganda of an Elite “Crony Club” of Banksters, Politicians

and career Fraudsters of “the Family Compact” ...and lest not forget the beloved Ministry of Propaganda...known as the CBC . 3

TRILLION Dollars a year from taxpayers...and now MOST other Media is on the Trudeau Bribe money.. I doubt many Canadians

are here...they are watching their CBC waiting to be told they are saving humanity by following what they are told without

question...Canadians : “We need more Laws”  vs  US Americans: “ we have rights”
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Say,   did  Harvard  ever strip Senator Elizabeth Warren of her diversity hire title after \nding she lied about being Native American?

 The only people that have ever had to prove who they are thru blood quantum.  Yet Senator Lying Elizabeth Warren walks into Harvard

claiming Natvive American Status based on what grandma said.  Hey Senator Warren, I liked dressing up &  pretending I was someone

else too, when I was little , not in college ya looney.  Worse, Senator Warren ayn't even down for Native issues = like the black snake oil

line that's threatening Native Organic Wild Rice Habitat, all the people whose  livlihood depends on the sale of rice along with the

known connection between oil camps and missing Native American Women.

Oh the list goes on and on.    Real issues with need,  happening now = what does Senator Lying Elizabeth Warren do?  she takes up the

crusade to remove free speech rights of Doctors and Practitioners of holistic Health medicine.  Using her Senator service to ban their

work, books articles from selling online, or available to the public.         Now that Senator Lying Elizabeth Warren is  a medical expert

 == maybe she can recognize her bipolar behavior with visions of grandeur and get the  right nutrients her body is di]cient in.  Until

then she's nothin but a low down lyin dirsty snake.
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The AMA has morphed into a trade union devoted to physicians' monopoly of medical power.  They have been trying to ban the likes of

alternative or holistic doctors and chiropractors for years. They could care less about nutrition since keeping people sick is far more

pro\table for their members. They have little to do with health and specialize in disease. Ignore the AMA whenever possible.
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I.  "Language is a powerful tool with which we shape reality,4 because it shapes how we think about things. As noted by storyteller and

\lmmaker Jason Silva:5"    II. “The use of language, the words you use to describe reality, can in fact engender reality, can disclose

reality. Words are generative… We create and perceive our reality through language. We think reality into existence through linguistic

construction in real-time.”   III.  "Sadly, these attacks are being levied by the very people elected to safeguard democracy and our

Constitutional rights. Essentially, what they are calling for is modern-day book burning. This is a democracy, not a monarchy."

OK Doctor Mercola, Gui and the rest of you who continually refer to "democracy" and "our democracy",  STOP REFERRING TO A

CONSTITUTIONAL REPUBLIC, which, in the USA, demands its limited government to PROTECT AND DEFEND its' sovereign citizen's

GOD (as in GOD Almighty) given 'INALIENABLE" RIGHTS, as a "democracy" .  Words have meaning.  Keep harping on and using the

word "democracy",  keep referencing "democracy" in the same breath as you do in its CONTRARY idealistic parameters of LIBERTY and

FREEDOM, and see where you \nd yourself today.  Today we are to surmise through your (Dr. Mercola) words that you are being

discriminated against, harassed and lied or mislead about to the general population or to the "public" at large.  The public,  being the

majority,  " is what democracies" deal with.  In democracies majorities rule.  Dr. Mercola, we are led to believe that the "majority" thinks

you are a quack selling snake oils, hallelujahs and hail Marys to us unsuspecting "followers"  and illegitimately condemning American

protocol medicine by condemning life saving vaccines.  The Majority in this "democracy" think you should be condemned and silenced.

 Unfortunately, and primarily because of the word "democracy" being used so carelessly, you are being shut down--to our great

detriment.  Constitutional Republic!
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No one is instructed to lie... they are going to kill you if you go into the hospital.  Stay home, stay well.
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Dr Mercola, I do not know if this is old news to you; but it seems to hold true that when it rains, it pours. Are you familiar with Dr Ardis

and his post on the over blown deaths caused by a knowingly mistreatment of patients? If not, thus is a brief eye opener, that even

your followers will \nd enlightening: www.bitchute.com/.../Pz0SBTvKrDrV
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While it did serve a good purpose earlier in the plandemic to track every inch further that the powers that be stole power and ignored

ethical conduct, there is no longer any point to doing that. If it is not clear already that this is war, then everyone needs to think hard

about that fact, and act appropriately. IOW, stop spending time reading and watching every new little tidbit about the war, and start

acting as if your own house will soon be bombed or invaded by the enemy.
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Thanks for speaking truth to lunacy Dr Mercola, keep up this important work please!
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Lying and deceiving, is standard MO for governments, associations, foundations, businesses; and especially global corporations! The

"New Normal", is the old "normal" on steroids! There has always been evil in this society; although today, it looks as if evil has all of

humanity in its death grip!
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Off topic- I have been having some health issues for the \rst time in my life at age 51. I have lost a lot of strength, especially in

my legs. I remember that you ride your bike a lot, so I started riding my bike. I am now getting stronger, thanks for the

inspiration!
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Yes, Randy, it is the almighty masters of Big Capital and the might of certain psychopaths who are driving humanity into a

diabolical tyranny. A prominent \gure of inauence is Bill Gates who colluded with government institutions and Moderna's

investments in mRNA vaccines. two forces have come together that are di]cult to contain. Moderna is open about the use of

mRNA not only for this disease, covid-19. Bill Gates, Tony Fauci, and the rest of the mad scientists of our world previously

planned the Covid 19 Plandemic and rapid-track vaccines. The idea of transforming humanity into operating systems.

Moderna is a vehicle for globalists, on the road to manipulating human molecular functions. They are God with human DNA and

biological processes. Humans who succumb to mRNA vaccines will need to receive updates from their cells to adapt their

immune systems to their environment. It is a vehicle for transhumanism.

grandmageri422.me/2021/03/02/playing-god-head-of-moderna-says-that-the..
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Hi, Real. You're welcome. Exercise can NOT be an "option". It is life, itself! At 71 years; I've had more than my share of in\rmities

for many decades...a failed lower back procedure, almost  50 years ago and most recently, a few years ago, a failed hernia

surgery that has left me in pain and problems with my abdomen and other areas that this is affecting. Also, had my fourth

shoulder surgery and it has decreased function in both shoulders, considerably. I used to work out with intensity. Today, I can't

even do push-ups. My shoulders don't want to play anymore.

Thankfully, I am still able to hang from a bar and even do a few chin-ups; but, I have to be very careful. I have a machine (Total

Gym 1000), on which, I do what I call "simulated" chin-ups. It has an attachment bar that I use, with the board as high as it can

go. Of course; it's not straight up; but, I still get some bene\t. At least, I still have some lats and triceps. My biceps are okay; but,

I can't do much in the way of curls, etc.. That being said; I still have good cardio and I'm still cycling, running, jumping, climbing,

rollerblading - and I recently picked up a rebounder (Mini Trampoline), that I jog on. It's great exercise! I have to go for my bike

ride, now. ;)
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AMA another “bought” agency.  This is not stopping any time soon.  We know the truth.  Just stick to your beliefs, because you are

right

💕💕
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Absolutely true.  A friend went to the doctor and he said he had to get "vaccinated".  My friend refused and the doctor started to get
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Absolutely true.  A friend went to the doctor and he said he had to get "vaccinated".  My friend refused and the doctor started to get

miffed. Anyway this went back and forth on why he should take the vaccine and my friend countering that people are getting sick and

even dying because family members TOLD him so.  But the doctor would have none of that switching to that he has to protect others

around him. This went back and forth again till the doctor \nally told him what he was doing was CRIMINAL for NOT taking the jab.

 Yes, I kid you not!  When my friend refused he offered him a shingle shot then. He refused that too.  But I was thinking he was going to

give him the mRNA jab instead.
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Sneaky if he were to interchange the shingles shot with the covid jab. I've heard of someone asking for the tetanus shot and

getting the tdap as the tetanus wasn't available on its own. The very young woman didn't even realize that she ended up getting

3 different vaccines.
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Oh my gosh. I feel like it’s a bit of insanity to hang everybody’s health on a vaccination. Especially when we know what’s in them.

Does anybody use logic anymore?
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A young woman recently went to a Walgreens to get a au shot.  Instead, she was "mistakenly" given a covid shot.
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Your friend should have gotten up and walked out.  You can't \x stupid.
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The doctor could be sued if he did that, but I would consider the same thing.  The mRNA shot is non sterilizing, so how does it

protect others?  Even if it did protect others from a virus, how is it justi\able to put one's own health at risk from a drug now

known to cause many adverse effects in order to prevent contagion of a disease with low lethality rates?  If you do put your

health at risk and are injured, you will be responsible for all your medical bills.  The doctor knows all this, what a horrible human

being.
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Canada, New Zealand, Australia, and other counties in the so-called free world have turned into explicit totalitarian police states. What

can the unfortunate people who live behind this new Iron Curtain do to protect themselves? As the inmates of the Soviet Union, Nazi

Germany, Mao's China, Pol Pot's Cambodia, and many other places have found, there's not much you can do once a place becomes a

serious police state. It's dangerous to do anything. At this stage, I think non-cooperation is still the best approach. Don't be complacent

and make supplicating motions to the apparatchiks of the State when they require you to do things. Don’t cooperate to the greatest

degree possible. Of course, it’s easy for me to say this as an academic matter, but it's going to become increasingly dangerous

because the society is full of rats that want to turn you in as a potential enemy of the State or a potential terrorist.

Don’t roll over just because it's convenient. If you act like a docile sheep or scared rabbit, you’ll get what you deserve. The second thing

you can do is to not support the State in any way. The State is not your friend; it’s your enemy. It takes a fat slice of your earnings and,

in return, tells you what you can and can’t do. Find ways to reduce your contact with it and deny it both resources and approval.

Minimize the taxes you pay so that you don’t feed the beast. That includes participating in its elections. Your choice is almost always

just the lesser of two evils anyway. Remember that people who want to be in o]ce are desirous of controlling other people. Voters are

dupes at best, voting for Tweedledee or Tweedledum while endorsing the corrupt system itself. It’s questionable whether your vote

ever does any good—or even counts.
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Ultimately, the best solution is the one that Ayn Rand outlined in her novel Atlas Shrugged, which is to put yourself in a position

where you can just check out of the system and live in a parallel economy because the old one is going down anyway. Surround

yourself with sound, like-minded people to the greatest degree possible. Note: This fear porn advice has been double fact

checked by the Scary Fear Porn Ranch Ghost
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This is excellent. You could write a whole book on this, I’m sure!  I hadn’t thought in quite those terms, but I will moving forward.

 The people in my community are gathering to hold signs and protest the mandate. I feel like it’s the wrong move because they

should be holding signs that say “our therapies are wrong“ and “stop killing people“ … because too much of the population

wants the mandate because they think the vaccine is going to protect them. So we’re approaching it wrong and I have tried to

talk to the leader several times because I know her, and she just shakes her head and says it is what it is and let people do

themselves.  Basically express themselves.

But if you knew somebody who died, as 6° of separation you probably do, and unfortunately now I do as of Sunday night,

Imagine driving down past protesters holding signs and seeing a sign with giant capital letters that say our therapies are wrong

we’re killing people and freaking name Fauci as the number one enemy stopping hospitals from using medication‘s that are

being used in other parts of the world!  You can tell leadership that is going against the agenda.  

In sharing where I think all this is heading to because of what I’ve seen, and only because of what I’ve seen with my own eyes, if

I wasn’t listening to anyone talk about an agenda, I would be thinking there’s an agenda.  Who wants the entire planet vaccinated

for something that 99.something% of the population will heal from? We have so many other deadly diseases that are taking out

greater percentages of our population.  Anyways, the man looked at me with disgust and he equated this situation to the

Spanish au and equated the success of 99.something% of the population as being saved from lockdowns masks and

vaccinations. Otherwise he thinks this would be the Spanish au. That is insanity. But his dad is a doctor so he knows everything.

 I’m saying this because I think people should know what we’re up against. It’s insanity.
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Thanks for the book suggestion Robert.  I am in Australia, in Queensland where we still have some normalcy.  I've been

wondering what the best approach is as violence escalates in Melbourne, Victoria.  I'll pick up this book.  It aligns with some

spiritual principles of living in 5D reality, and not living in the controlled 3D Matrix of someone's else imagination.  Blessings.
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Americans must not surrender their 2A rights.  If America falls, there is no more free world.  it reminds me of the WWII John

Wayne movie, landing on the beaches of Normandy. When the young soldier drops his riae, John Wayne asks if he thinks he

might need it before the end of the day and suggests he retrieve it. Australian truckers have a good idea, but their strike needs

to be expanded.  Also other nation-wide employment groups.  How about garbage men going on strike?  Transit system

employees?  Students?  (School funding relies on daily enrollment counts.  Anyway, get your kids out of public schools!  Do not

support these state run indoctrination centers.)  Etc.

It will take courage and sacri\ce. Be prepared to be self-reliant for an extended period of time.  Shortages will come regardless.

 It will get much worse. Do not place your faith in govt. Do not allow yourself to become dependent.  Work as fast as you can to

\nalize plans and get your ducks in a row.   Do what you can to eliminate as many taxes you pay as possible.  Do not feed the

beast. Pay less cash for purchases.  Leave less of a paper trail.  (I never ever shop at Walmart.)  

Barter for what you can--it will help you develop a network, too.  Recycle, repurpose.  Do more for yourself instead of hiring

others or buying new.  When you do hire people, pay cash and hire the unvaxed whenever possible.  Create an alternative

economy. First of all, feed yourself so you are not dependent.  Educate your children so they are not ignorant.  They must

understand the constitution and bill of rights.  Develop practical and marketable skills and cottage industries.  Integrate what

you do in ways that will help others.   -continued-
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In the deep state many forces emerge that imprint the current tyranny. We have true lovers of power and money among the

leaders and the structure of BigPharma, the institutional entities, the media moved by the strings of big capital. They are

psychopaths who wreak havoc on innocent lives by indifferent, sel\sh, irresponsible criminal parasites and elected o]cials who

lie to their constituents, exchange political favors for campaign contributions, turn a blind eye to the wishes of citizens.

electorate, scamming taxpayers out of hard-earned dollars, favoring the corporate elite, entrenching the military industrial

complex, and giving little thought to the impact their thoughtless actions and hastily passed legislation could have on

defenseless citizens.

It is the historical tradition of the billionaire families who run Davos and the new world order, through the control of the world's

\nancial systems, the absorption of all monopolies and companies and ultimately all private property. The tyranny imposed on

the world creating this "pandemic" and developing the draconian measures, which have constituted the ideal scenario to give

the \nal coup de grace to the world economy.

We must state the obvious: genocide is deliberate; it is premeditated. There is no genocide without premeditation. RJ Rummel,

researcher and political scientist de\ned the term "democide" as "the murder of any person or people by his government,

including genocide, politicide and mass murder". According to Rummel, democracy went to war as the leading cause of

unnatural death in the 20th century, and as we enter the 21st century, not only does it show no signs of stopping, but it appears

to be the desired and planned form of death for hundreds of people. of millions or even billions of innocent people around the

world. survivaldan101.com/how-can-so-many-lies-and-so-much-evidence-of-fraud-..
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-continued-  Do I dare make a politically-incorrect statement and say how disgusted I am with mindless sheeple? I asked a

doctor what is happening with vaccine mandates for health care workers. She told me she does not know much about it and is

just trying to ignore the deadline. She is in denial, not believing she will really lose her license/job. There is so much free food

available at harvest time, yet people are too lazy and ignorant to put up for a time when their cupboards might be bare, let alone

produce their own food. Food is literally  rotting and being wasted because people are too lazy to pick and too ignorant to

preserve it. Farmers and gardeners simply do not have the time and resources to pick and deliver. Most food banks will not. At

this time of year, there is a lot of wild food available, too, for the foraging. You should already have \sh and this is the beginning

of hunting season.

People are ashamed to be seen in mended clothing or hand-me-downs. They are ashamed to be seen in work clothes, but not

ashamed to not be working and on the dole. They continue to buy silly fashions. People continue to eat CRAP food which

destroys their teeth and bodies at a time when they need to be strong and healthy. They get no exercise or activity. They do not

walk anywhere. People plop themselves down in front of a television (with their bowl full of GMO crackle-bloopies) to allow

themselves to be mind-controlled by mass media. Improve your life immediately by setting the tv out for trash pick up.

Start by building a strong community in your own neighborhood. Your family and neighbors will be your best insurance policy as

events spiral out-of-control. Talk now, organize locally.   Elect constitutional sheriffs who will not enforce mandates and

lockdowns. Even better if they make an effort to train and deputize a posse while providing community education. I still need to

get involved with ham radio... get back on a horse (injuries). Just my opinion...
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Mark Twain said something along this line...If your vote really mattered, they (The Govt, TPTB) wouldn't let you do it.
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I don't see myself as a sheep, but I do have bouts of feeling like a scared rabbit when I think of the huge momentum of dark

forces hurtling toward all of us.  Sometimes I just want to sob (and I do) for the fate of the children that are being victimized

daily at the school vaccination sites, and the parents that are in complete denial that their children are being experimented

upon.
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sio6474:  "I don't see myself as a sheep, but I do have bouts of feeling like a scared rabbit when I think of the huge momentum

of dark forces hurtling toward all of us.  Sometimes I just want to sob (and I do) for the fate of the children that are being

victimized daily at the school vaccination sites, and the parents that are in complete denial that their children are being

experimented upon.

sio6474:  You likely feel that way because you are human. Eugenics works, it's never pleasant... the best "we" can do at this

point is to stay aware and  prepared while maintaining our hypersanity and hopefully your level of hyperhumanity. Hold your

course... this is way too far along to change course now... there is no going back for either side at this point. You will be part of

the remnant that survives. Stay well. Thank you all for your kind comments. Cheers. RWB
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What's being done to us reminds me of a chicken processing plant. First they are hung upside down by a foot on a conveyor belt,

second they pass an electric wire that knocks them unconscious and third their heads are cut off.

All have to \gure out where they are in believing all these lies.
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Since the AMA,CDC,and FDA have never instructed doctors to  give fully informed consent they are all guilty. This would be a list of the

20+ possible side effects including death and the fact that it is STILL experimental,does not prevent infection or transmission and has

never been tested for long term effects; including DNA damage, fertility damage, fetal damage , cancer, or safety of 3rd booster or

 combining it with other shots like au. Ask for that 29 page product package insert where it also clearly states that ALL administrators

of the vaccine  MUST REPORT ADVERSE REACTIONS TO VAERS.
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Quite a few comments point a \nger at the highest level of AMA. AMA embraces pharmaceutical companies .....bla blah blaaa. Get

REAL. There is no such animal as AMA. There ARE INDIVIDUALS at the top of the hierarchy of the organization and THEY have NAMES

and residential addresses where they can be served papers with charges of racketeering. Don't fall for the collective noun description

and and protection shied they use.
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That ama's beginnings were as an outright gang. They performed heinous 'procedures' - more accurately - experiments on those they

didn't know what else to do with.
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My husband is reading the book now and loving every minute of it. We highly recommend it
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I have had some serious reactions to other vaccines . This one I had some swelling in the Injection site with redness going down my

arm I'm terri\ed to get the second shot.  My doctor said that's your choice. I asked him if I came down with covid and had to go to the

hospital would he prescribed HCQ or IVERMECTIN  he said no, neither work. So what is the story here. I have read many articles that

said they do. Does any one have a truthful answer 

🤔
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM
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Hi Via, I research most days and \rst I'd recommend you get some Pine Needle Tea.  It can stop ill effects from the "vaccine."

 You can read about it online and if you \nd the right kind of tree that's off the beaten path, you can easily make your own.  Yes,

both the products you mention have records of successful treatment.  If I were you I'd not take a second shot, or any other

injection.  The "medical profession" has proved to be a wolf in sheep's clothing, but of course, we're the sheep!  My conclusion is

that I'll treat myself if I get ill.  I take supplements to help my immunity and I avoid being close to anyone vaccinated.  I live in a

condo and I have the feeling I'm the only unvaccinated person!  Thus far it is possible that vaccinated people can shed and so I

don't ride in an elevator with anyone at the moment. The PCR tests are not \t for purpose, Covid 19 has never been isolated.

 Everything I've written here can be veri\ed.
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Think4Urself
Joined On 4/17/2021 11:27:24 PM
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All EXCELLENT and informative comments from other readers...thank you. The Ontario College of Physicians and Surgeons are just as

criminally and ethically guilty of malfeasance. They have threatened Doctors if they attempt to practice ethical, patient oriented

treatments according to that patients individual health requirements. This is not only criminal, but ethically, morally and medically

reprehensible. Yet this Government Agency will  continue to practice racketeering, and extortion. NO Ontario “doctors” I am aware of,

had had the guts nor courage to speak-out or remain a self-practicing Medical Doctor. They are simply “Treatment Clerks” ...in fact,

that is how I will now address them. Where are the people who were willing to give their life, \ghting this very “Hygiene Fear for

Political Exile” used by Fascist of WW2 ? Their memory and contribution has been spit-on, and neo-Medical Fascism has reared its

ugly head once again...by the SAME  Corporate Family Tree of WW2.
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I'll make it short, I have zero trust in the "alphabet health industry", to give me reliable information about Covid, AMA, CDC,NIH,WHO, all

the same.
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This is better and better... Is these even legal techniques ? Cannot it be considered as fraud and deceit in court ?
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Most observant people understand that all is not right. Too many things are happening at once to be a coincidence. There are those in

positions of power with evil intentions towards resisters. We see many examples of their attempts to dehumanize and attack us. This

kind of propaganda is usually a \rst step when dividing the population. Then people feel no guilt about ostracizing us, seizing our

assets and imprisoning us. Leaders play on fear of those who are different.

The problem in this scenario at this point in history is that many of the skilled labor and critical infrastructure employees are unvaxed

and intend to remain that way. If they withdraw, society will collapse. These are the resourceful people who solve problems and make

things work. Society needs them more than they need society.  For example, there is no nation-wide shortage of ICU beds, but there is

an increasing shortage of nurses and hospital staff to make them available.  

We are starting to see the effects of trucker shortages, garbage removal employees, dish hatcher-forestry and wildlife employees,

military, etc. People have been able to stay at home and not work due to many federal and state programs. When no one is working,

things are not being produced or delivered to markets. Shortages are inevitable.  Lots of people out there saying, "It is too much work"

to be a self-reliant responsible adult. Yet, I predict that when their cupboard is bare, many would be only too happy to eat my organic

homegrown food that they now disdain.

At harvest time, food is plentiful, but people take it for granted and believe they will always be able to buy what they want in

supermarkets. I recall a truckers strike in the 70's that lasted about 3 days. It was in the Midwest in farm country. By the end of that

period of time, women were brawling in supermarkets over the scarce items on shelves.   It will get much worse before it gets better.

Not much in supply lines. You do not raise crops/meat overnite
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One of the most AMAZING FACTUAL INSPIRATIONAL full length movies about what has been going on, is going on, and what we all

need to do about the situation.... SHARE THIS WITH EVERYONE YOU KNOW:

unshackledminds.com/2030-unmasked-documentary-connecting-covid19-masks..
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ConventCassie
Joined On 4/25/2021 4:35:39 PM
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I can easily believe the AMA would do this, but what I don’t get —is why on earth the doctors with their Hippocratic Oath would GO

ALONG WITH IT!  Beyond comprehension. What are they promising them-what are we missing?
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Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM
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Doctors have spent a lot of time getting an college and then medical degree not counting the cost of both.  

Trying new cures is not the way to keep and save both, it is just too risky. Let someone else do the risking and prove above any

doubt it works and does no harm then join in themselves.

I have several doctor friends and none are risk takers, they just cannot afford to be and that doesn't mean for loss of money, but

most importantly their reputation.

One was  Navy doctor on a medical ship during a war and could and would do things to save men brought to him that he would

never do in civilian life.

WE, the people and our insurance companies can feel responsible for that.
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MaggiePearl
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On Page #6 of the AMA Covid-19 Guide is, to me, the most disturbing statement of all. "On the AMA position on eliminating

non-medical exemptions for vaccines: • The AMA strongly supports efforts to eliminate nonmedical exemptions from immunization

and will continue to actively urge policymakers to do so. The AMA’s policy advocates for legislation, regulations, programs and

policies that incentivize states to eliminate non-medical exemptions from mandated pediatric immunizations. • The AMA urges

physicians to discuss all aspects of vaccinations and immunizations with their patients.

• It’s important that physicians talk with their patients about the health risks associated with not being vaccinated and make a strong

recommendation for vaccinations, unless medically inadvisable. • Exemptions based on religious or philosophic grounds, or personal

belief, endanger the health of the unvaccinated individual and the health of those in his or her group and the community at large." The

American Medical Association clearly believes it is the guardian and controller of your body and your life.  This is the most evil, corrupt

group of people who have ever been assembled.
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Hi MaggiePearl, these thoroughly evil associations, like the AMA and CMA, Canadian Medical Association, are breaking the law

and the proponents should be charged and arrested.  They are killing people with their horrifying mandates, there's no doubt

about it and it must be stopped.  One of the problems the decent doctors have, who believe in the Hippocratic Oath, to do no

harm, etc., is that many of them are or were a]liated with hospitals so the expense of setting up a practice individually is

unexpected and unplanned.  Also the CMA and likely the AMA, would wield their tyranny over these doctors.  Is there some way

we can help these doctors properly separate from these psychopaths?  Bearing in mind, it's more often than not that taxes are

used to build hospitals.  The hospitals are built to look after the people who pay for them, us.
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octagram
Joined On 5/13/2021 9:43:54 AM
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Why would a foundational (-sounding) organization such as the AMA tra]c in blatant misinformation and propaganda, as we're

getting of late, related to the pandemic? This doc adds context to this continuation of what has been going on in America since 1850.

A must-see, even if you've already seen it:  www.corbettreport.com  The portion of the doc dealing with Pharma/ medicine is in the

second half, but the \rst half sets it up.
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pinklucygirl
Joined On 10/11/2007 5:25:43 AM
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The AMA recently decided that we will no longer label babies "boys" or "girls".  Whoever is in charge of an organization that stupid

should be \red.  Don't pay any attention to anything they say.  They are "Woke" and they are far Left politically.
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plm5970
Joined On 2/8/2014 12:33:26 AM
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i work in the mental health \eld and part of my job is accompanying clients to Drs appointments.  a month ago i was with a client to

see the heart specialist.  he told me that the news is not telling us the truth about the hospitalizations. they are saying that all these

people in icu are unvaccinated and he said that is not true.  he said there are just as many vaccinated people in icu as unvaccinated.

 he of course recommended vaccination and he was fully vaccinated but also wore a mask all the time he said because the vaccine is

not protecting people from getting covid. i was surprised that he said it but it was what i believed already and he just con\rmed it.

 they are having the hospitals lie.
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I remember learning in school (\fties and sixties) that in the bad old days, hospitals were places where you went to die.  They sent you

there if the end was near.  We were told that the modern hospitals were wonderful places where the sick were cured and all was well.

 Every TV medical show re-enforced this, with doctors and nurses as heroes who had all the answers and people rarely died while

under their care.  Then when Covid hit, well, we had to lock down so those wonderful people looking after the sick could care for them.

 We didn't want to overwhelm the system. What a fantasy world they spun!  Hospitals are once again places where you go to die.
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Picture crowds outside hospitals with signs: R E L E A S E  _ P C R _  C Y C L E S _  D A T A !  Doctors will know why as each patient's

number like 17 cycles or 45 is kept secret even from them and is the underpinning of this charade we are ignoring as they keep us

distracted.
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The people and groups running the biowarfare labs have given 'Science' a bad name, as we've seen it can be used for evil as well as for

good. The same applies in this instance to Western Medicine – especially Pharma and For-Pro\t medicine generally. Dishonesty and

corruption are rampant and proliferate from the top down. "Hospitalization rate refers to how many people are sick in the hospital with

COVID-19, whereas death refers to how many people have died." Point taken, however even the former is being gamed as workers in

some hospitals con\dentially have reported that people admitted for conditions other than C-19 are PCR tested, and if the results are

positive, they are then considered C-19 'cases.' Neither C-19 hospitalization cases nor deaths from C-19 statistics are credible, and in

the same way adverse reactions to the inoculations are being obfuscated or ignored.
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jeanjo
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Add as Friend  Send Message

At most doctors who are members in AMA are about 20%. If you take out students and recents grad who get free membership it would

be fewer than 29% membership.
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Jim_Bo
Joined On 6/2/2014 8:27:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola!  You are a pinnacle of light in a deliberately polluted atmosphere. Appreciative gratitude to Top Posters.
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PoeticJustice73
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PROTEST YOUR LOCAL NEWS STATIONS! REGAIN CONTROL OF OUR MEDIA!
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Hi PoeticJustice73, ever since this rubbish started I've been resentful/angry there's nothing on the radio I can listen to.  So I

chose one station, Jewel 98.5, Ottawa, that's just music but their newscasts are brainwashing exercises like the rest of the

stations.  I also agree with you about the left/right divide - the only way we'll ever get more balance is to be able to talk to each

other and have a united front.  I've had old friends make the most stupid comments when I've sent them valuable information.  

Among all my friends and relatives, I'm the only one who really understands politics because I've spent my life volunteering,

municipal, provincial and federal elections.  Plus I've worked for the government.  I'd never aaunt any of it, no point.  But I'll

never understand why there was such a lack of comprehension with easy to understand info I sent out re Covid 19.  Guess I try

to do the every cloud has a silver lining approach.  I was so pleased to help a neighbour from here in Malta, looking for pine

needles to make tea.  He had to ful\ll the coercion and take a shot to ay.  But he's already chewing pine needles in Malta and

says they have quite a nice savoury aavour.
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PoeticJustice73
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Add as Friend  Send Message

This is great information but personally I'm sick,of these blow hards claiming they knew this crap all along. It was us humanitarians

and conspiracy researchers that uncovered so much conspiracy, beggining with the UFO issues and straight into the Federal Reserve

and so on. You need to quit bad mouthing us, we are not all sheep playing along with this plandemic and many of us are out here trying

to educate ALL the masses. I have lost so many friends to politics. Cant we just stop using the left/right divide and conquer language

and adopt uniting speak that includes people seeking and spreading truth? Thank you.
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MiketheAngel
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The primer for propaganda... doctors version
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20thCenturyFox
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Surely swapping "deaths" for "hospitalization rates" will prove to be too outrageous for even the most trusting professionals to

follow...and the AMA will come out with a correction (if they haven't already). In our Canadian province of Alberta, the current

published hospitalization rate is still only 4.2 per 100 known cases, even though hospitalizations now exceed all previous peaks and

the curve is still almost vertical. Especially now that ICU's are nearing capacity, I'm sure there are some who would like to exaggerate

this \gure to create more sense of urgency to get vaccinated, but, mathematically, high rates of testing keep "cases" high, and

therefore "rates" remain stubbornly low.

The published death rate from COVID (including complications) is .9 per 100 known cases, even though daily deaths are also rising

and are now at more than half the level of the January 2021 peak . Although our doctors are under some pressure to sing from the

public health songsheet, thank goodness we don't have to worry about the AMA telling Canadian doctors to pretend hospitalizations

are equivalent to deaths.     The truth is bad enough; there should be no need to exaggerate, falsify, or "swap" the truth for a lie. Edit to

add:  after reading waldipup below as follows:

     "I don't think the AMA meant substitute hospitalization numbers and call them death stats . Rather , to focus on the actual death

stats , not hospitalizations . But otherwise , yeah , indoctrinating bullsht," I tend to agree the guideline meant to encourage doctors to

focus on actual deaths rather than actual hospitalizations, not to aatly misrepresent the numbers.  But they should have made this

clear so everyone here can stop having a cow over this, and get back to having all our other cows.
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To be fair, it's not that far-fetched for the AMA to equate hospitalization rates with deaths, since our hospitals have turned into kill mills

with the intention of treating people to death with things like Remdesivir and ventilators.
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swabiengmail.com
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I recently heard someone ask a well-known economist if anyone has done a cost-bene\t analysis for the government vis a vis all of the

deaths of the elderly at home and in nursing homes who no longer collect Medicare and/or Social Security. The Economist appeared

aummoxed and seemed to be completely taken off guard by the question. It would be interesting to see. Especially with Season 2

coming up and all of the Boosters aooding the gates, and the evil, undocumented, unvaccinated orderlies lurking in the shadows! (Of

course I understand all of this about money and taxes is just a ruse and the government can always Finance whatever it wants to, but

you know, just to play along!)
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poe3966
Joined On 2/9/2021 12:36:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

End the AMA and above all the legal monopoly on medical care granted the AMA Rockefeller Foundation Flexner Report allopaths.

 The leading medical bureaucrats would like to function as a central commissariat of medicine giving marching orders to all medical

practitioners.  Such a monopoly on medical practice is a very unhealthy arrangement (double entendre intended!).  There is certainly

no legitimate purpose served by centrally imposing a medical gleichschaltung. We need a revolutionary reformation of the medical

system.  MAKE HIPPOCRATES GREAT AGAIN. (Physician do no harm!)
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Mandates for all medications for the 'good of society' to follow, unless...........
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Money, money, money! We have a $69 Billion per year vaccine industry supporting a $550 Billion USD medical industry, covering

over injuries caused by the vaxxed industry. What's not to like? Everyone scratches everyone else's back! Chemo alone, without

all the oncology costs, is something like a $6 Billion per year money maker. The world economy could take a big hit, if

dismantled all at once.
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Nothing will be secret ....Everything will be known .....
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As long as there are dupes there will be dupers. Basic "free market" principle, coupled with some unfortunate human traits one doctor

said about, "The easiest and most convenient way for us is to look for the cause of diseases outside of us - be it a virus, bacteria, or

some other external factor. This propensity to conscious self-delusion thus avoiding self-responsibility and the effort required for

change is at the root of the hardships of the human race. People want, without taking care of their health, to always be in shape, if

possible, only with the help of some pill/vaccine"

The full cycle: levity - ignorance - disease and fear of it - paying for it - enriching the pro\teers - they buy the media, control education -

ignorance propped by levity is consolidated - and the cycle repeats itself. So without the \rst element there would simply be no

"pandemics", because there would be no fear, because there would be no ignorance and no med"giants' Convenience is killing people.

The sad truth.
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I keep wondering. Where does the buck stop? So many pushing the jab believe in it even when it kills them. They must be

ignorant since they are determined not to die. But doctors must know something. A lot are quitting rather than get it. I wonder

how many refusing to take this "life saving vaccine" kept sticking it into arm after arm without question. Too many are "just

following orders." And most who follow them are on the cattle cars. Riding to their own deaths. If you know it is wrong just

STOP.
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They've weaved such a tangled web, not even spiders can navigate it.
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What if you'd been in a coma for the last 2 years and just woke up?
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Seeing what's been going on for the last 2 years I might just want to go back into a coma.
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yoganana18
Joined On 7/10/2020 4:19:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was scheduled for my “ well person” visit early this month.  I knew that my doctor would be pressuring me to get the so called

vaccine, as well as the au shot.  I also did not want my no vaccine status recorded in my health care records. Once information gets

into your records, it never gets out, validity be damned! It is sad, but my recommendation for myself and my husband should we get

covid, is to stay away from our corporatist doctors and hospital, and self medicate. Prior to this virus, I liked my primary care doc who

basically respected my choices and left me alone.  But now.......he is part of a large hospital a]liated practice. Whatever his personal

medical philosophy, his hands are tied and mouth gagged.
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ghbnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ahhh, the database! The VA kept wanting me to sign papers to allow my medical records to be incorporated into this snoopy

dog pile. Why not just broadcast them on a billboard in Times Square. I refused and never signed. Months later I received a

letter that “we went ahead and put you in the DB anyway”, so much for medical choice and privacy.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is why the "MERCOLA GANG" is the force to be reckoned with.  We are the Jedi knights. We have "The Right Stuff".  Not afraid to

venture and peek into the abyss and question the view.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Too bad our facts and logic are no match for their drama and mass hysteria. People prefer a well dressed lie to the plain truth.

So the lie will win.
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Lakoves
Joined On 12/10/2010 1:13:47 PM
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There is only one word for this; disgusting.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

QUESTION: If the AMA is now instructing doctors how to talk, almost word for word, then what is next? And who is next? This is the

stuff of what dictatorship is made of. Something for people to really think about. We must follow and support the lawsuits, and spread

word. It is truly important.Way more is at stake than may be commonly realized. If we don't stand up to dictatorship and over reaching

control, then we will not be so much as talking about BigPharma, Natural Medicine, or COVID. And Alexa will make sure of that, and so

will our cellphones, better known as portable, computerized tracking devices.  Thank you for this important article, Dr Mercola.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM
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Why do the doctors go along with it, there is no one in the o]ce other than the doctor and patient.  The doctor doesn't have to

comply, the AMA would be none the wiser?
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michaeledards
Joined On 4/10/2012 8:12:02 AM
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I recently took a continuing education class through Yale University Medical School, and one of their programs was very similar to the

information and tactics outlined in this article. The last time I went in for a check-up, I was very prepaired for this type of "pressure". It

didn't work!
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Bravo! When we know what games are afoot, we see right through them, and they no longer have any power over us. This is part

of the solution with dictatorship and over reaching control.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Big Fukya is bumping up against their ceiling as far as people falling for this crap. They are just going to have to learn how to be happy

with 50 or 60% lining up for the Kool-Aid rather than the 100% that they so desperately want. They should feel lucky that they are

allowed to Peddle this s*** at all. All anyone has to do is Google what is happening in Israel right now and it will tell you all you need to

know! Check out Bermuda! Well over 70% of the adult population Vaxxed and the little island is on \re with Covid! Although here in the

states we are considered a hotspot perhaps the unvaccinated are keeping things in check somewhat.
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brodiebrock12
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Add as Friend  Send Message

The tentacles and roots of the AMA run deep. This is not new information
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waldipup
Joined On 1/20/2019 6:04:40 AM
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I don't think the AMA meant substitute hospitalization numbers and call them death stats . Rather , to focus on the actual death stats ,

not hospitalizations . But otherwise , yeah , indoctrinating bullsht .
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Joined On 8/11/2020 4:49:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Although I initially interpreted the guidance as a direction to falsify the death rates, upon reading waldipup's post, I have to

agree it is more reasonable that doctors are being encouraged to focus on actual deaths, rather than actual hospitalizations.
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The establishment of the AMA, its structure & operating methods has ALWAYS been problematic.  It was a plain step back toward the

old European Romish Babylonian corporate order of elite, craft-managed power & steering rooted in corrupt light paganism, steering &

limiting diversity,  & centralizing power in every way possible.   Its system is utterly alien to biblical mores, to whole truth, & to the

ideals memorialized in our Declaration of Independence & Bill of Rights that counter & balance such abuses & tyranny, allowing for

conscientious choice, true diversity & expression which then can be sorted by observation & truth, duly vetting & proving things as

people freely choose & the outcomes work out in the light.

It's a secret society order steered by a few like all corporate social structures tend towards when the truth-light of God is rejected

---found in the scriptures rather than brute force& the subtle cunning of corrupt & fallible men being the standard, when individual

personhood & free, conscientious choice are not equally valued, promoted & protected.....& when whole truth is despised & rejected

for sin-accommodating shaded & slanted, partial & corruptions of truth.  The \rst attack of Satan was on the word of God: yea hath

God said?....& the purposeful confounding, corrupting & marginalizing of the scriptures for the never satis\ed and changeable lusts &

desires of men has been a bad exchange.  Not for the sake of imposing scripture, but simply holding forth the standard so men aren't

so easily turned to folly & have a true choice.  

Inexorably & inevitably hiding & corrupting the salt & light of the scriptures tends toward the ruin of more & more souls while whole

societies are taken captive & into tyrannical bondages via the aimlessness of meaninglessness tending to vanity & destruction as God

gives men over to their desires & death, the only freedom & remedy ending in life despised & refused.  The price of liberty is eternal

vigilance & diligence
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How this Covid has divided Americans.  Maybe that has a purpose other than just medical but includes health and medicines, shots,

and all others we don't know of yet but coming.  I can picture a list being made of all those that have taken the shots, One, Two, and

Three. This would be the list of those easily scared followers. Easy to get an accumulated national list already gotten by their doctors

or group that gave the shots, especially if a card is issued to show to get access to services, airplanes, grocery stores, even schools.

Maybe will be \led by Social Security number.

There are many ways that list could be used for future ease of commanding obedience. Where to start taking homes by how many, if

not all on the list live in an area. Use your imagination.  The second list would be harder to make so all others not on the list would just

be lumped in the protesting, not fooled, hard to push, will \ght back, leave dealing with them at your peril, individuals.  I'm glad the

people on here would be on the left off list!!!!!
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There is talk of putting the unvaxxed on a list. The vaxxed are already on one. After the booster they may become dependent on

the jabs--despite deadly potential side effects--just to \ght off colds. They will be enslaved. We will be forced out. Occasionally

they will try to hunt us down. But I prefer being outside. Even with that risk.
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The medical community has already lost credibility. When the true vaccine facts start becoming undeniable they will have zero left.

 My own primary care doctor is with Ohio Health and they've already been sending out emails about how great the 3rd shot is that

sound like a middle school cheerleader wrote them for the big football game.  I have not seen my doctor even once since covid and

will not be seeing her or anyone else at Ohio Health ever again post covid.
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So the AMA wants to foster "con\dence" in the vaccines. What fools! To think that censoring the real and true information about the

deaths and side effects reported to VAERS, and to state continually with regard to deaths that "There is no clear connection to the

vaccine"...is to foster our trust? What pure and utter fools these mortal BigPharma people and politicians, "Health" authorities be! I

spoke with someone I know who is a doctor, saying that the vaccines aren't working. The doctor ranted and railed about the necessity

of the vaccines, then even came out and said it that the immunity from them only lasts for three months. What a contradiction of

terms!  

Make no mistake about it. Just when BigPharma, Fauci, the WHO, CDC, governors and the Feds say that they are "protecting you", they

most certainly are not. They are lying! Consider: When the economy breaks, businesses go down, there is increasing homelessness

 and suicides, when sick people are on the streets in their tent villages, is that protecting YOU? We have to ask people this obvious

question, because they really are fully sold on the very idea that the government and the health "experts" (read, authorities!) are

protecting us. This is fundamentally opposite to the truth and is WRONG! As soon as the government promises protection, be alerted!

It's usually a disguise for a power grab, and a brainwash.

It takes two hands to clap. Don't be the hand that claps back! Don't believe everything you are told. The government is NOT on our side!

They cater to special interests who buy their way into public o]ce. In this case, it is  BigPharma that they are catering to and even

granting them world power for pro\t! Vaccine pro\ts! Antibiotics became unsustainable due to bug mutations, so now the big push is

for vaccines. Watch out, the mutations from vaccines will affect both bugs AND THE IMMUNE SYSTEM! That's a scary thought.It takes

no medical degree to \gure this out! Safe? Effective?
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Mirandola, as you surely know, with respect to the damage of the immune system by vaccines we can consider two variables:

the effects to the lymph nodes and the "antibody-dependent enhancement" (ADE). In a report by Dr. Mercola, Dr. Sucharit

Bhakdi, a German microbiologist explains: There are two main weapons of defense against viral infection. One is antibodies

that, if present, can prevent the virus from entering your cells. These are known as neutralizing antibodies, which are what the

vaccine is supposed to produce, but when the antibodies are not on the surface of the respiratory tract epithelium where the

virus is housed, but are in the blood, its second immune defense, lymphocytes.

Memory lymphocytes in our lymph nodes and lymphoid organs, unlike antibodies, are trained to recognize these coronaviruses.

Whether there is a mutation or not doesn't really matter, because they are able to recognize a mutation or variant. COVID

vaccines damage your lymph nodes as they are full of lymphocytes and other immune cells. Upon contact, some of the

lymphocytes will die immediately, causing inaammation. Cells that do not die, absorb the mRNA and begin to produce Spike

proteins, so they will be recognized as virus producers and will be attacked by the complement system. Simply put, it creates a

war between some immune cells against other cells of the same type. As a result of this war, her lymph nodes swell.

This is a serious problem, as the lymphocytes in the lymph nodes are the guards that keep latent infections in check. When they

malfunction or are destroyed, these latent viruses can become activated. That is why there are an increasing number of reports

of lupus, herpes, Epstein-Barr, tuberculosis and other infections that arise as a side effect of vaccines, in addition to an

increased risk in certain types of cancer.
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Dr. Sherri Tenpenny has brought to light growing concerns about "antibody dependent enhancement" (ADE), a phenomenon in

which vaccines make disease worse by priming the immune system. for a life-threatening overreaction. Also called the

"hyper-inaammatory response" to subsequent infections, ADE is well known to occur with coronavirus vaccines that have been

tested in animal experiments. The big question has been whether it will emerge in the 2.4 billion people who have now been

vaccinated around the world.

A new scienti\c article published in the Journal of Infection appears to provide strong evidence that vaccines given around the

world will undoubtedly cause ADE effects in people when exposed to the Delta variant or potentially other strains of it.

coronavirus. The study is titled “Infection-enhancing anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibodies recognize both the original Wuhan / D614G

strain and Delta variants. A potential risk for mass vaccination? "

Current vaccines (based on the original Wuhan D615G strain) have an unfortunate side effect: the acceleration of "Infection

Enhancing Antibodies" that overreact to Delta variant infections, ie a hyperinaammatory reaction that can kill the person as their

"primed" immune system overreacts to new infections. The article explains the mechanism, "enhancing antibodies reinforce the

binding of the spike trimer to the host cell membrane by clamping the NTD to lipid raft microdomains ... facilitating antibodies

display a strikingly increased a]nity." This matches the reality reported by Dr. Mercola. In the link the study:

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8351274  (August 09, 2021)
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I would think by now ADE is already in play with Delta being out and about for some time now...
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Here is the thing though, everyone knows the injuries, deaths and just bad effects from the 'shots' are being censored, yet most

don't seem to care, and go along anyway!
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Yep. In Gov we Trust. Along with the SCIENCE (only counts from TV celebrity docs.) And mega corporations. Pretty funny how

many self described liberals say they want to "smash the System" while supporting the billionaires who are plotting to rob them

blind. But if they survive they will let themselves be herded into prison cities. Where the new SC score will help them rent pods

and eat bugs/synthetic tumors/cadavers. Yummy. And every part of their lives will be watched and monitored till they die. This

won't last long. The jabs will \x that.

Congrats Snowaakes. Don't blame this on the Boomers. You vocally--even violently--supported the policies leading to this police

state dystopia cause you were so scared of the sni�es. You deserve to own nothing and be the slaves of Klaus Schwab. None

of the older folks were as sobbingly, pant wettingly afraid as the Millennial wimps. Those who really are in danger from the virus

do not throw the screaming \t about lockdown/mask/vax violations that healthy young people do. Pathetic! Too many of that

generation are lazy, stupid cowards. My apologies to those who aren't Snowaakes.
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Question is are the doctor have do nothing about it and just follow the aow?
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Yes, absolutely. They fear for their careers if they speak out. But what they should consider, and I believe a few are catching on,

is that the intention may very well be to replace private medical practice with digitized BigPharma World Dictatorship. If doctors

think they are at risk now career wise, they might be well advised to think ahead. And yes there is risk if they speak up. But what

is the risk if they keep silent?  To trust or not to trust? that should not be the question. It is time for doctors to think, and not

practice blind trust and blind obedience.
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How many know about this?  Shocking!! https://youtu.be/UbovTH5GERg
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Sorry in advance for the impact of this. The question is, why are these cadaver bags, shipped by Fedex, \lling an entire

warehouse? What is their intended destination, and what is being foreseen? And why? This is very scary.

www.bitchute.com/.../5SaeZFuDJUuY
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Thanks for the information about AMA.  It’s so disheartening to know that AMA doesn’t care about US citizens. I already have the

book, although I haven’t read it yet.  May order a copy for a friend of mine.  But she’s already taken the vaccine so I don’t want to scare

her.  I used to like Senator Warren even though I vote conservatively. She had said earlier in her campaign that she was trying to help

the middle class who is supporting the upper class and the lower class.  She was also telling Democrats to stop being so hostile to

Republicans.  And I admired her for that.

And when Mitch McConnell wouldn’t let her \nish her speech and they would not allow her to \nish a letter she’d received from Coretta

Scott King,  I felt embarrassed to be a Republican.  Mitch McConnell literally just cut her off in mid sentence!  And it’s not like the court

room was packed with other people needing time with the judge. People were questioning McConnell as to his behavior after the

session toward Warren and he said, “She was warned! She was given an explanation!  And yet she PERSISTED!   The Democratic Party

went crazy with this and printed up t-shirts with McConnell’s words.  Some people even had this tattooed on their arms.  I had it printed

up on a T-shirt for my dog.  Democrats are persistent!  Wish more Republicans had this quality.
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"And yet she persisted "was Elizabeth Warren who is now demanding censorship of Dr Mercola's book!  I used to admire her but

am so disappointed that she is no longer defending our Constitutional rights.
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It all sounds like sales talk. I was brieay a drug rep but I left because I kept saying how good certain drugs were. Unfortunately they

were not always the ones I was selling but I knew them to be effective, doctors know this and as such trusted what I was aying about

my own drug because of this. My line manager did not see it the same way and even out training literature was geared towards

deaecting any truths that were uncomfortable reading, we even had to highlight the opponents drug trials that were less aattering to

their rival drug. This is all about money. All of it.
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What is going on???  Why are they doing this??????  Dr. Peter McCullough says the whole world is in a fog and their hearts are hard.  I

just want to know why?  Do they want people to die????
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yes
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It's called money. They make no money if your are not sick. The more sick you are the more pro\ts they make. Their goal is long

term chronic disease. That is their biggest money maker. It's very evil. Just look at Fauci. He even looks like a little imp. In his

case he would be more like a little leprechaun. "Where's my pot of gold?"
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Here's a perfect example happening right under our noses: Covid-19! This was created in a lab and funded by the United States

NIH with your tax dollars. The genetic enhancements made to this bat virus enables it to attach to Ace-2 receptors almost

perfectly. It couldn't have been made any more perfect for this. Guess where one of the highest concentrations of Ace-2

receptors are? The kidneys. It is the kidneys that is used to do GOF research a lot of times. So there is risk of kidney damage

when you get Covid-19. Then the FDA declines Hydroxychloriquine EUA, that was already proven by the NIH in 2005 to be very

effective at treating coronavirus infections, for treating Covid-19. Instead, they give Remdesivir EUA. Remdesivir shows to offer

nothing in improving Covid-19 outcomes and it attacks the kidneys. There's an NIH/PUBMED publication explaining this very

thing: pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33340409  

Here is the 2005 NIH/PUBMED report declaring Hydroxychloriquine/chloriquine as an effective cure for coronavirus infection:

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/16115318  So, if your lucky enough to not get Covid-19 and avoid hospitalization your kidneys are

safe. Right? NOT! Now we have a MANDATORY mRNA vaccine you must take. Guess what part of the body it damages? the

Kidneys! miningawareness.wordpress.com/2021/08/13/eu-mrna-vaccine-updates-kidne..  

Why would they be focusing so much on causing kidney disease? Here's a list of a few items: 1) Gout, 2) Metabolic Acidosis, 3)

Bone Disease, 4) Heart Disease, 5) Fluid Retention, 6) High Potassium, just to name of few and each of those diseases comes
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with a list of secondary diseases.....MONEY, MONEY, MONEY for BIG PHARMA! Guess what the fastest growing medical \eld is?

Dialysis! New Dialysis clinics are outpacing urgent med centers 3 to 1. It is BY DESIGN! Just walk away from the medical

system!
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I think it's just a few at the top who truly support genocide. Lower down they may knowingly kill people. But they brush it off as

following orders. And they don't see the big picture. They keep thinking this will end once the "pandemic" is over. Medical

workers. Police. Journalists. Public school teachers. Going along with it. No questions asked.
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I have returned to post this link to a mirror of this twist the rhetoric that is placed into a nutshell:

off-guardian.org/2021/09/22/30-facts-you-need-to-know-your-covid-cribs..
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Excellent summary.
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Word swap is used frequently. Invalid went to disabled and then went to challenged. I don’t think it really changed things much.

Exemplary individuals are praised while the real trials and problems are silenced.
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It's important to use the term "injected product" in lieu of "vaccination" as the injected product turns humans into GMO's.   True

vaccinations provide immunity but in the case of the warp speed injected products, there continues to be signi\cant infection and

transmission rates, along with abnormally high adverse reactions including 15,000 deaths reported to the CDC.
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Frustrating how many opposed insist on calling this a vaccine. It is not. I get it if you are anti-vaccine. But this is much deadlier

than any au shot. Wish people would quit confusing the two. Anti-vaxx doctors need to point out the difference between a real

vaccine and this mRNA injection. But they are too wrapped up in the anti vaxx gospel to leave the hobby horse long enough to

point out how deadly this shot really is. Way more than 1 out of 11,000.
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These doctors are being psychologically abused. They are being threatened with not only loss of income and the poverty of

homelessness, but the tag of "disgraced" that they have applied to Andrew Wake\eld for example. As the result of extreme

psychological abuse, people can literally go into denial from PTSD and pressure to literally become brainwashed members of a cult

believing lies. Some are just persons who are of personal bad character. Others are traumatized and brainwashed through trauma. And

would not willingly lie but are victims of abuse protecting their abusers. Because of trauma. Others are still aware and afraid of being

homeless and disgraced.

Others leave without saying anything. Others stand up and speak out against the evil system. I have been watching different things

that help me to overcome systematic abuse I suffered in the institutional church that so injured me with PTSD and injury from personal

attack that I withdrew my gifts to sit on the sidelines. To make effort to overcome it. To come out and share my gifts. My gifts will go

into automatic operation just by coming off the sidelines to minister: so long as I am not once again persecuted for not acceding or

conforming to the hierarchy subjugation evil power of the false institutional church religion of the same spirit that persecutes nurses

and doctors today. It is all the same spirit of communism of Lucifer.
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Others are enjoying this no end. Drunk on power. Like the so-and-so Stew quoted. So compassionate!!! Wouldn't see that

sociopath b*tch if she were the last doctor on earth. She would take my recovery as a professional threat. Fully recovered from

Rona.  Like 99.7%. Many places publish this--weirdly--yet no one seems to take it in. Even Bill Maher is getting fed up with the

fear mongering and stupid hysteria. Among those "safe and protected" vaxxed. According to their narrative they should be

perfectly safe and able to live normally. Nope.
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A friend of mine is currently in a hospital in Miami. She had gone to an Urgent Care place that took 4 tests to determine whether or not

she had COVID. The fourth test came out positive.  Her doctor was \ne with the fact that she hadn't had The Shot. Fortunately, while in

the hospital on the COVID aoor, she refused to take any COVID medications even though the nurses kept asking her to take it. Her

doctor gave her a series 5 of intravenous medications. I got a call from her yesterday evening. She is \ne but is very weak. She had

asked her doctor if she had COVID or the au. He answered, "Yes."  Here is one main reason doctors don't speak out about what they

know.

Joint Statement from the American Board of Family Medicine, American Board of Internal Medicine, and American Board of Pediatrics

on Dissemination of Misinformation by Board Certi\ed Physicians about COVID-19 - NEWS PROVIDED BY - American Board of Internal

Medicine; American Board of Family Medicine; American Board of Pediatrics - Sep 09, 2021, 08:30 ET - PHILADELPHIA, /PRNewswire/

-- The Federation of State Medical Boards (FSMB), which supports its member state medical licensing boards, has recently issued a

statement saying that providing misinformation about the COVID-19 vaccine contradicts physicians' ethical and professional

responsibilities, and therefore may subject a physician to disciplinary actions, including suspension or revocation of their medical

license...  The evidence that we have safe, effective and widely available vaccines against COVID-19 is overwhelming....

www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/joint-statement-from-the-american-boa..
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another proof that USA is not anymore "beautifulamerica". "Beautiful-America" was an illusional concept. "American-way-of-life" is

another illusional and deceptive concept. Supporting German nazi war machine during all of WWII was another deception of american

public who was brainwashed into believing that US if \ghting not only "alone" against hitler, but also "winning" the war, which was

clearly under total control of two countries, USSR and Germany, and in which the soviet army came out as a sole Victor. So deception

is not new in America. Every single book published since 1945 on a subject of WWII talks about the "major" role of US and 3-10 pages

about Soviet Army. This is "american way of life".
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Never really trusted the AMA ever since 1994 when they fought hard in California to prevent nurse practitioners the right to prescribe

medications.  Despite study after study showing advanced nurse practitioners were as good as or better than some docs.  Oops.  The

AMA threw a lot of money at the California legislature then to control their prescriptive authority.  Not a lot has changed in this

organisation, has it?
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NOt allowed to post link to articles of Mercola, Can we please get an external link to Stew Peters show
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Why do people even trust the corrupt medical system? No one will ever convince me of what I learn on my own. I have an open mind,

even open enough to admit some older vaccines are worth the risk. That being said I choose not some doctor. I will never let a doctor

choose what is best for me.
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Just think of the good that could be accomplished instead of wasting energy and money to try to convince me that the jab is a good

thing.  How about suggesting people get healthy- get moving, eat less and more healthy foods and take C,D and Zinc. I had COVID in

2/2020 and have a history of vector borne diseases, making me more likely to have inaammation issues post jab if I got it. My mom

had COID right after me and also has an active case of Lyme.  She decided to get the jab anyway.  She went from about as wiffy as

Pelosi to making Biden look good in less than 2 weeks. Thankfully she can still take care of herself. Since my natural immunity  puts

those with the jab at risk, I will not be donating my blood or time any more.  It sure feels good to say "no" and go back to purging in  the

barn.
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Lyme is another controversial subject. There are conspiracy theories that it came from a U.S. Biowarfare lab on Plum Island off

the N.E. coast. Of course, "they" fully investigated this and debunked it. Never mind the fact that the highest concentrations of

Lyme disease exist in the N. E. and around U.S. MILITARY BASES!! Just a mere coincidence! Where there's smoke there's \re.
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Hey Dr. Courtney Bennett of the AMA, if the CDC would promote, by public service announcement,  EARLY ambulatory treatment of

C19 symptoms with the re-purposed drugs including monoclonal antibody infusions, many of those hospitalized on ventilators would

not exist.  If MDs were trained in these drug protocols, they would be ready to prescribe the necessary prophylactics and treatments.

...But AMA will not do these things. Fauci and allies are smiling.
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But then how would they make extra money if they don’t put people on ventilators? You know I never even researched to see if it

was true they were giving extra money for a Covid diagnosis and then putting them on a ventilator. I always wondered what the

purpose of that would be? Especially knowing greed.  I feel like I could see Fauci rubbing his hands together saying, “this is

perfect!“ The medical community is creating a lot of harm for themselves by not allowing these re-purposed drugs and by

aooding the Internet with misinformation about them. And I know they are doing that because people have been in my face

telling me that it’s ridiculous to think of taking a horse dewormer for a treatment. They don’t do any research and it sounds like

the AMA is counting on that.
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Lovestosing6, no matter how things turn out the medical profession will suffer. They have lost their credibility due to their

actions. Many are saying, I will never trust a doctor again. Like eating that box of Twinkies. Short term gain for long term pain.

Very long  term. Evil tends to be short-sighted.
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This is a disgusting corrupt medical cartel that is completely owned by the pharma industry, which promotes misinformation and

aborts science for pro\t. These people have too much power and they are killing people. It's a RICO case and these people are same

as the mob. They should also be held liable in international criminal courts. This is why Trump wanted us out of WHO.
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Hi craigcam, yes, it was why Trump wanted out of WHO.  But why did he endorse the "vaccines?"  That blew his credibility with

me to kingdom come.  And then Ivanka was photographed getting her shot.  I wrote them off then.  That's not just a matter of

stupidity, that indicates something not at all kosher with Donald Trump.
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When I heard he wanted out of the WHO I was so happy! You knew he knew something, probably the same for the United

Nations. You knew he knew something. And he gave the population exactly what they wanted, and I think he double down that

those who are awake and listening would not do it. And I think that’s where all this “political “side of the argument came from.

They think the unvaccinated are still hanging onto his \rst words. Finding out he was at the WEF conference shocked and

dismayed me, But then I got to thinking about it and maybe he started putting two into together? Because I don’t know the date

he went.
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Another disgusting thing is there is a subreddit group called the hermancain (blank) don't know the last word, that documents

people who were anti the mRNA shot and anti Fauci and ended up dying of the virus.  They post the whole trajectory of their

position to their death, to highlight how wrong they were to oppose the shot.  Very morbid and cruel, by those who claim to be

so concerned with 'the collective.'  I guess they are only concerned about those who do what they feel they should.
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Retsbew, I consider myself a populist. Yet because he ordered the lockdown and keeps pushing these "Trump shots" I no longer

trust Trump.
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Sio6474, Herman Cain had Covid. Also Stage 4 Cancer. If you look at a picture of him at the Rose Garden before he got sick, you

can see he was already dying. Like most "Covid" deaths. Including my 89 year old aunt who died of advanced dementia--WITH

Covid. The people you mention have been gloating, tallying additional Covid deaths for a year and a half. Posting laughing and

smiling emojis with each higher number. Posting, "There should be at least a million dead of Covid before Christmas. Thanks to

Trump." Half a dozen smiles beneath.

They WANTED millions of people to die--just to make Trump to look bad. All about scoring political points. No longer pro-Trump.

But I can't stand these Lefties. This does not make Trump look as bad as it does them. And it puts the lie to their talk about how

kind and considerate they are. How they are SOOO scared that grandma they haven't spoken to in ten years might die. Indie

journalist Tim Pool has pronounced them narcissists. Morally diseased sociopaths. Even if the "pandemic" ended I want nothing

to do with such cold blooded monsters.  Sad how many are that way now. Did they turn that way? Or just \nd the courage to

"come out" during lockdown.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 9/23/2021 1:19:01 PM
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loliv18
Joined On 10/16/2012 5:33:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’ve been a fan for many years and agree that the AMA is not to be trusted. I do think, however, that they are just trying to get doctors

to try to focus on talking about the deaths vs hospitalizations and that is what they meant in trying to change the language. No doubt

we are being lied to in regards to those numbers too, and it’s very sad and unsettling but I think you’re reaching a little far with this one.

Thank you for your continued role in helping people learn how to assist the body in healing itself naturally!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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You know it's hard to sugar coat these facts: 1) USA is #1 in misdiagnosis, 2) USA is #1 in deaths caused by misdiagnosis, 3)

USA is #1 in surgery errors 4) USA is #1 in healthcare expenses. These are not things you want to be #1 at. It's so bad now we

don't even track the numbers anymore. We cover them up. For example, I can't \nd one single nursing home patient that died a

few short days after getting the Covid-19 jab get recorded as a vaccine injury/death. I can \nd a lot of documented deaths in

2021 in nursing homes from Covid-19. It was the elderly that got the \rst shots in Jan. I can \nd a few instances that got media

attention where several people died within 3 weeks of vaccination, but those deaths were labeled as Covid-19 deaths.

One nursing home had had ZERO Covid-19 deaths prior to Dec 29th, 2020. They vaccinated all their residents around Dec. 22nd.

By Jan 16th, 30+ residents had died. The cause of death was COVID-19! With all of these false reports to cover up these

wrongful deaths and cases of malpractice we are still statistically the WORST MEDICAL SYSTEM in the world. Seriously, when

my wife and I need something  done that requires outpatient surgery we ay to S. Korea and pay cash. It's cheaper to pay cash in

S. Korea than it is to use insurance as payment in the USA. You are in and out faster and have a faster recovery time.

They have about a 250% better outcome for surgeries/procedures than the USA has. We haven't had any major surgeries done,

but I've been there twice for surgery and my wife has been there once. Her father was diagnosed with mesothelioma in 2006. I

was like OMG! I just had 3 family members die from mesothelioma between 2000 and 2005. All were Ex-railroad union workers

that had had asbestos exposure. They were all given pain meds and less than a year to live. Surgery and therapy wasn't even

offered. For $25,000 we paid for her father's surgery and treatment in S. Korea and he lived 12 more years.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
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CWNS/AMA sits above the civil servants and the military, controlling all. Larkin is angry at this use of scare tactics and JG goes on to

explain that it is not just fear but money they use to control the population, by managing the economy. www.youtube.com/watch  ~

www.screenonline.org.uk/.../synopsis.html  From the time of Shaka Zulu and long before that the witch doctor diviners have always

taken control of their societies with invisible woo... Shaka put a sudden stop to that and we will too... eventually.

www.theguardian.com/world/2021/sep/22/canada-man-allegedly-punched-nur..  

King Shaka, the diviners and colonialism ... and called on his diviners [AMA] to ‘smell out’, or reveal, the culprit/s. Most of the

numerous references to the tale explain it as a test devised by Shaka to expose diviners as frauds. This chapter examines various

accounts of the story, including similar tales relating to other chiefs, and highlights discrepancies between them. The main players are

usually Shaka and the diviners, and they are wholly African. Nothing is new under the sun. researchrepository.murdoch.edu.au/.../1092

 ~ www.theguardian.com/world/2021/sep/09/justin-trudeau-rebel-media-canad..
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